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SMS DISTRIBUTIONS SERVING LOUISIANA
While Emphasizing Service And Building Customer Relationships

“A lot of sales reps go after the smokestacks — they go
after the big volume accounts. That’s not our primary
focus. We look for the low-hanging fruit, and there is a
lot of it out there, that expects and demands service.”
— Randy Bowers

By Rick Mullen
Maintenance Sales News Associate Editor

Enjoying sustained growth since
opening its doors in 2009 is
SMS (Superior Marketing Solutions)
Distributions, of Shreveport/Bossier, LA,
a division of the Abernathy Company.

Randy Bowers

A division of the Abernathy Company

Serving a diverse customer base, SMS is a full-service facility supply distributor that emphasizes service and relationships, offering
nearly 200,000 items for delivery. The company’s products include
office, bathroom and janitorial supplies; office equipment; cleaning
items; and floor equipment.
SMS was founded by Randy Bowers and his wife, Henrietta
Bowers, and just recently became a division of the Abernathy Company, headquartered in Texarkana, AR. Randy Bowers is now chief
of sales-Louisiana. Henrietta Bowers is no longer active in the company, having returned to her career as a registered nurse.
Before founding SMS, Randy Bowers spent 20 years working for
another local distributorship. When the owner died, whom Bowers
said was his mentor and like a second father to him, he decided to
strike out on his own.
Three years ago, SMS purchased Gator Detail Supply, of Shreveport, which manufactures automobile detailing products. Gator Detail
is independent of the Abernathy Company.
“We are now blending automobile detailing products,” Bowers
said. “My son, Chase Bowers, is the general manager and soon-tobe owner. He is purchasing Gator Detail from me. He has been running it for the past two years and has done a fantastic job.”
With the ink barely dry on the merger with Abernathy when he was
interviewed recently by Maintenance Sales News Magazine, Bowers said, “We were approached last year about a possible buyout and
all the planets were aligned and everything worked out perfectly.
“Abernathy is a family-owned distributor, manufacturer and wholesaler
with three locations — in Texarkana, AR, Shreveport and Dallas, TX. We
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made a decision, and everybody was on board with it, to
align ourselves with a much larger and a profitable company. It has been a week since the sale was finalized. Our
SMS logo is the same, our people are the same, our trucks
are the same — everything is the same, except a little notation at the bottom of our logo that says we are a division
of Abernathy.”
During its relatively short time in business, SMS has garnered some prestigious awards.
“We were the 2011 Greater Shreveport Chamber of Commerce Small Business of the Year,” Bowers said. “SMS was
also named Small & Emerging Business of the Year by
Louisiana Economic Development (LED).”
Bowers and his wife were presented with the Small &
Emerging Business of the Year award during the 2013
Louisiana Small Business Awards event at the governor’s
mansion in Baton Rouge.
“SMS is a full service distributor and we are heavy on
service,” Bowers said. “We believe relationships still
carry the day in terms of an account. We believe it is
seldom, if ever, about price or products, but is certainly
about relationships and service.”
Indeed, offering stellar customer service is emphasized in
all aspects of SMS’ operation, including drivers, administration, warehouse support, etc., Bowers said.
“Of course, salespeople are paramount to the sales
Abernathy Company executives include, left to right, Todd Abernathy, product development; John Harris, COO/chemist;
process and if they are not visible and relevant, people will
Ric Abernathy, vice president/owner; Bill Eldridge, director sales and marketing; Ray Abernathy, president/owner;
forget them very quickly,” Bowers said. “We don’t call our
Ryan Morgan, vice president business development ABCO Distribution; and Randy Bowers, chief of sales-Louisiana.
accounts customers, rather we call them clients. You
‘consult’ clients and ‘sell’ to customers, and nobody
A Dedicated And Loyal Staff
wants to be sold. We bring innovation and product information to our clients.”
Bowers spoke of an account that was preparing to do some nighttime floorcare
henever a business can boast of a dedicated and loyal staff, it speaks
work. Bowers said he would be there to offer training assistance.
well of a company’s culture. One might deduce that this is the case at
“The client told me not to worry about it, as the work was not going to begin
SMS, as the company’s employees tend to stay and perform at a high
until 2 a.m.,” Bowers said. “I said, ‘I don’t keep hours. I’ll be there.’ I was there
and that was probably the main reason level for a long time.
“It is hard to look inside the heart of a man or woman to see what he/she is made
we acquired that account.
“If a salesperson who has opened, of. What drives someone to be passionate? Why does someone choose the path of
cultivated and grown an account, low- honesty and integrity? Why does someone have tremendous work ethic, while others himself/herself to just be a phone ers don’t?” Bowers said. “I don’t have the answer. We have gone through our share
number, an email, a fax number or a of individuals who did not meet expectations.”
While some companies have a hard time finding quality employees, especially
website, he/she will become irrelevant.
“In the world of the internet and e- salespeople, SMS has been fortunate in that regard.
“Thankfully, we have attracted and retained some incredible individuals at all
commerce, if you lower yourself to
that, you get forgotten very quickly. We levels. Given time, it will becoach this — it is something that is ex- come apparent whether or not
tremely important. We must be visible an individual has tremendous
and we must be top-heavy on service work ethic, honesty and integrity and whether he/she has
and training.”
Most distributorships offer a wide the passion for extreme levels
array of products to service all types of of customer service. We just
customers; however, some companies preach it, live it and do the best
have one or two segments that make up we can.”
Many employees were initially
the majority of their client base. For example, a company might have a large number of healthcare or educational or industrial clients, compared to the rest of its drawn to the company by word
of mouth.
base — not so for SMS.
“It seems like it has always
“Our client base is extremely diverse,” Bowers said. “We don’t focus on any one
been someone who knows someindustry.”
Indeed, Bower’s aforementioned mentor taught him, if a business has a floor, a one,” Bowers said. “We have
never been forced to go through
door and a restroom, it is a customer.
“A lot of sales reps go after the smokestacks — they go after the big volume ac- an employment agency, or run an
counts,” Bowers said. “That’s not our primary focus. We look for the low-hanging ad in a newspaper. I think that
goes back to, again, relationfruit, and there is a lot of it out there, that expects and demands service.”
While business has been good at SMS, the company has been somewhat ad- ships. I can’t overemphasize the
versely affected by the slow growing economy. Nonetheless, Bowers prefers not to importance of networking.
“The majority of people who
dwell on the state of the economy.
“I never worry too much about the economy,” Bowers said. “I think we tend to work here have some longevity
create our own economy by how hard we work and the relationships we build. We — they have stuck with the company and are finding fulfillment in their jobs. This
have about six competitors in this market. However, there is tremendous room for is a great industry. It is actually a lot of fun. I’ve made a large number of friends
over the past 28 years.”
growth, and we look forward to the future.”

W

“I never worry too
much about the
economy. I think
we tend to create
our own economy
by how hard we
work and the
relationships
we build.”
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“We don’t knee-jerk
react when there is
a cheaper price out
there, because
cheaper prices
mean there is going
to be a deficiency in
service or product
quality. You get
what you pay for,
and we never
apologize for that.”

If a person doesn’t like people, a challenge and the opportunity to earn an excellent
living, he/she is in the wrong industry, Bowers said. SMS’ sales people are paid on a
commission basis, and that is the way Bowers likes it.
“There are a lot of different ways to arrange a compensation plan. Our’s is based
on 100 percent commission,” Bowers said. “A lot of people think they can’t live on
this arrangement. If they don’t have that floor of a set salary, it is too much pressure.”
Bowers said if salespeople apply themselves while working strictly on a commission
basis, they can earn a much higher than average income.
“I have worked on a commission basis for three decades and here is what I learned
— if you don’t have a ceiling, then the sky is the limit. But, if you don’t have a floor,
you can fail,” Bowers said. “I prefer to have an opportunity to make more than I could
if I were on a salary.
“Our people stay with us and we try to stay out of their way as much as possible. If
a person is a ‘thoroughbred,’ he/she is going to run. We don’t have a lot of reports or
call sheets or ways to police activity. A salesperson’s numbers speak for themselves.”

Bowers said his goal when he started selling years ago was to have record sales
each month.
“If I increased my sales by one dollar over the previous month, that’s what I shot
for, and it has always worked well for me,” he said.
One hot topic across the board in the business world is the influx of the millennial generation into the workplace, overtaking generation X, baby boomers and
other age groups as the largest working demographic.
According to Pew Research Center analysis of U.S. Census Bureau data, in 2015,
more than one in three U.S. workers were millennials. In 2016, millennials surpassed Generation X as the largest group in the workforce.
“It is interesting. For the first time in history, there are four generations in the
workplace,” Bowers said. “It is a sometimes confusing dynamic, as the older generation has never been happy with the one following it. Typically, the younger generation does things differently than the older generation — and that is OK.
Everybody finds his/her way. Everybody figures out what is right, what is wrong,
what works and what doesn’t.”
Conventional wisdom says millennials will
have three or four or more jobs during their
working life. They also seek a work/life balance
that emphasizes more time away from the job
than their older counterparts.
Contrasting the millennial generation with his
own, Bowers, who is 56 years old, gave the example of when he took his first vacation.
“When I started with my former employer 30
years ago, I didn’t take a day off for five years,”
Bowers said. “I remember the first time I took off
to go to Sea World with my family — my boss was
not happy. I told him, ‘I haven’t taken a day off in
five years. This is our first vacation.’ In the end, he
understood and was fine with it, but by that time, I
was becoming one of his top producers.”
Bowers said he doesn’t believe the negative things
that have been said and written about millennials.
“People say the millennials don’t ‘get it.’ They
do get it. They just go about things differently
from previous generations,” Bowers said. “My
son (Chase) and daughter-in-law (Veronica) are
millennials, and they work very, very hard.”
Furthermore, studies have found the lifestyle
of millennials, both at home and at work, revolves much more around technology than previous generations. This is a trait that is evident
among the millennials who work at SMS.
“They do rely heavily on technology,” Bowers said. “We embrace technology. There is no
need to fight it — there is actually no fight to
be fought.
“Millennials bring such a positive dynamic to
what we do and how we do it everyday. They unWhy is it so important to BYOB?
derstand where the world is going in terms of
5HYHUVHVKULQNLQJSUR¿WPDUJLQVDQGVWRSVHOOLQJWKHVDPHEUDQGDV\RXUFRPSHWLWLRQ
technology. I don’t. I had to learn this stuff, while
0DNH\RXUFRPSDQ\VWDQGRXWIURPRWKHUVWKDWMXVWXVHUHGLVWULEXWLRQ
they grew up with it. So, when I am in a meeting
8QLTXHSURGXFWVGHVLJQHGWRJHW\RXLQWRPRUHGRRUV
and taking written notes, and they are typing on
an iPad or cell phone, it doesn’t mean they are
The Bullen BYOB Competitive Advantage
looking at Facebook, they are just doing things
7KRXVDQGVRIVWRFNIRUPXODWLRQVDQGSDFNDJLQJRSWLRQV
differently. We embrace the millennials and wel5HSURGXFHSRSXODUQDWLRQDOEUDQGIRUPXODV
come their fresh new perspective, plus they do a
&UHDWHFXVWRPIRUPXODWLRQVWKDWVROYHFOHDQLQJSUREOHPVZKLOHHDUQLQJKXJHSUR¿WV
tremendous job.”
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A Man Who Knows How To Get Things

I

n the classic movie, “The Shawshank Redemption,” when Andy first meets Red, he
says, “I understand you’re a man who knows
how to get things.”
Bowers has been known to say, “If you need a
pink bulldozer, I can get it for you.” It is this approach to customer service that is emphasized at
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SMS and has contributed greatly to the company’s overall success.
“We get a lot of calls from people looking for a gadget or an ‘off-the-wall’ item,”
Bowers said. “If an item is manufactured, we can get it. A customer at a new car
dealership was complaining the locking mechanism on a waste can was broken
and missing. She said, ‘You handle it,’ and I did. I found it, ordered it and when the
part came in, I personally installed it. We weren’t charged for the item, so we didn’t charge the client. That is an example of what we do for people.”
Bowers said there is a shortage of truly service-oriented companies in the industry. Furthermore, companies are missing the
boat because service is what customers are
craving, but not receiving.
It is SMS’ goal to be a presence when customers are in need and to make sure they bring
to customers the latest in product information
and innovation.
“If I just show up and am an order taker, that
puts me in a very vulnerable situation. It is not
fair to our clients who expect us to service them
with up-to-date product information, as well as
new innovations in the marketplace,” Bowers
said. “Therefore, we are constantly walking in
with a sample, with a brochure, etc. We look for
ways to entrench ourselves in an account, so they come to us and not somebody else.”
Bowers said there are many good order takers in the field, but, in contrast, there
are only few seasoned professionals who understand there is much more to serving clients than just selling on price.
“I get phone calls everyday from accounts saying, ‘X, Y and Z company was
here and cut your prices,’” Bowers said. “To me, that is not a threat, rather it is a
customer confiding in me and letting me know someone is out there trying to acquire business based on price.
“Selling on price is a ‘tried and failed’ method to acquire business. If a salesperson acquires a new customer based on price, he/she will lose that client on
price. We don’t ever sell on price.”
Bowers told a story about a very important client of SMS who called recently and

said he needed to meet with a salesperson. An SMS sales rep met with the customer who told her he was going to put out bids for the company’s jan/san needs.
He asked the sales rep if SMS would like to adjust prices before he took bids.
“The sales rep, who is my daughter-in-law, Veronica Bowers, said, ‘No we’re
good.’ The client said, ‘You don’t even want to consider lowering your prices?’
She said, ‘No, we’re good. You are getting a fair price.’ He looked at her and said,
‘You know, that is exactly what I was hoping you would say,’ and he has yet to go
with another company.
“He may have looked, but he is totally happy
with how we are servicing his company. So,
we don’t knee-jerk react when there is a
cheaper price out there, because cheaper prices
mean there is going to be a deficiency in service or product quality. You get what you pay
for, and we never apologize for that.”
Bowers said Veronica Bowers has been SMS’
top producer. Furthermore, with the merger, she
consistently ranks No. 1 or No. 2 of all the sales
reps in Abernathy’s three locations.
SMS’ commitment to stellar customer service, beyond just the cost of products, has been
its hedge against non-traditional companies
making their way into the jan/san segment, as well as e-commerce retailers.
“Big box stores entering the jan/san marketplace are absolutely no threat to us
in any way,” Bowers said. “I like shopping at a wholesale club in my personal life.
However, institutional grade/commercial buyers don’t waste their time with these
types of businesses.
“The trend I see, that some distributors might consider to be a threat, is the internet — e-commerce retailers selling everything under the sun, but, guess what,
we do as well.”
While shopping online has become more and more popular, especially with the
younger generation, SMS’ ability to serve customers, after the sale, is its hedge on
competing in an expanding e-commerce universe.
“What you don’t get with online retailers is somebody who is going to come on-

“Negative feedback doesn’t
hurt our feelings. We want to
know what is broken. If we
ignore, or avoid those tough
conversations, you can’t ever
fix what is wrong. We want to
know if something is wrong.”
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Performance
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site and provide the in-service, the training, based on years of experience,” Bowers
said. “We are up to the challenge. There certainly is so much more to buying a pail of
floor finish than just clicking on a keyboard. Who is going to put it down? Is he/she
doing it correctly? There is so much to that other than just making a purchase.”
Tilling That ‘Hard Ground’

M

any salespeople would be the first to admit that mining for new business,
which also includes making cold calls, can be difficult, both physically
and psychologically. The physical challenge is getting out there and
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pounding the pavement, whereas the psychological challenge comes in the form of
the fear of rejection.
“Tilling that hard ground is what most account managers can’t or won’t do, generally out of fear. Who wants to go into a new account and be told ‘no?’ Nobody.
However, that is how I achieved success in the days I was selling and how I will
do it again,” Bowers said. “I have opened more than three dozen new accounts this
year, simply by stopping my car, walking inside and introducing myself.”
What Bowers has found in calling on potential clients is that many companies
have been underserved by their jan/san suppliers, and just want a company to help
them achieve their goals — the kind of service that SMS touts.
“It is so much less about
price than it is the current vendor is not serving them properly.
We will fill that vacuum,” Bowers said. “Salespeople should
stop being order takers and
do the work to build a territory, which means performing
the unpleasant task of going
inside and getting told ‘no.’ If
salespeople do that enough,
they will get the ‘yeses.’ That
is our priority and it must be
done face-to-face — not with a
flier, or a letter, or a cheap price.
In addition, don’t say, ‘Hey, can
I quote you?’ That is not what it
is about in our business, rather
it is about relationships. We are
selling solutions.”
Once an account is acquired,
salespeople will conduct what
the company calls “an assessment.” A salesperson will explore a client’s cleaning techniques and the products used to
determine how SMS can help.
“We conduct a thorough assessment, and from there we
make recommendations to save
the customer time and money,”
Bowers said. “Then we begin to
work with a company’s staff,
who are generally underserviced in regard to training.”
When it comes to offering
training, SMS is willing to go
the extra mile, teaching clients
how to clean and how to use the
right products the right way.
“Most of our training is
hands-on,” Bowers said. “We
go on-site to teach such techniques as disinfecting, best
practices on cleaning, whatever
is needed. We work with a
client’s employees to ensure
they are doing things efficiently
and cost effectively — working
smarter, not harder. It is an ongoing process, because what
you teach someone today,
he/she will forget and go back
to mixing bleach with pine
cleaner again, because that is
the way Momma did it. We
have established a long-term
commitment to training.”
That commitment also extends to going on-site to train

whenever the need arises, no matter the time of day or night.
“I don’t keep hours,” Bowers reiterated. “If an individual is a commissioned
salesperson chasing every opportunity, he/she must be willing to service the client
in the middle of the night, if that is a need.”
Communication and not being afraid to receive negative feedback is another way
SMS stays proactive in serving its customer base. When it comes to negative feedback,
the salesforce’s attitude is, ‘We can’t fix it, if we don’t know it’s broken.’ Indeed,
along those lines, Bowers related a recent incident involving a relatively new client.
“I asked the maintenance supervisor to tell me how we were doing,” Bowers

said. “I wanted to know the good, the bad and the ugly. I asked him, ‘Are your
people happy? Are the products performing to your satisfaction?’ We want that
feedback.
“Negative feedback doesn’t hurt our feelings. We want to know what is broken.
If we ignore, or avoid those tough conversations, you can’t ever fix what is wrong.
We want to know if something is wrong.
“In this case, the client was very happy. He said all of his people are happy and
he didn’t have anything that was on his mind that we needed to fix. We always maintain an open line of communication. We want to know from the customer how well
we are performing.”
Want To Go ‘Green?’
SMS Can Help

A

ccording to Bowers, although
the call for environmentally
friendly and sustainable programs is not large in his company’s
marketplace, SMS remains committed to making such products and services available.
Indeed the company’s website,
www.sms24-7.com, says, “As proof of
the SMS commitment to reducing not
only its own carbon footprint, as a
company, we are passionate about
bringing green technology to every
door in Shreveport and Bossier City.
SMS offers a wide range of customized Green Seal certified products,
along with the expertise and knowhow to assist a facility in becoming
LEED or LEED-EB (Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design for
Existing Buildings) certified.”
“In this market, green is not a priority. We have a few clients who
place an emphasis on it, and we can
meet that challenge at any time,”
Bowers said. “We have Green Seal
certified lines of chemicals and
paper. In addition, if somebody needs
to be LEED certified, we can help.
“Some government agencies require environmentally friendly and
sustainable programs, and we can
certainly fill the bill. We have a
complete line of environmentally
friendly, sustainable products that
meet or exceed requirements.”
A Regional Power

T

he merger with the Abernathy Company has launched
SMS from being able to effectively service primarily the state
of Louisiana to being able to serve a
much wider geographical area.
With SMS in Shreveport, its headquarters in Texarkana, and a facility
in Dallas, Abernathy’s range encompasses all of Louisiana, Arkansas and
parts of Texas. Where Abernathy
goes, SMS can now go as well.
“With our new alliance, we’ve
gone from a local supplier to a regional power,” Bowers said. “We
have customers located in Dallas that
Continued on Page 32
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Compass Minerals®
elping distributors and end-users find and properly use the right types of ice good winter season, Compass Minerals is financially strong and able to provide a sound
melter, while guarding against winter’s slip and fall hazards, is an ongoing ob- business-support infrastructure, regardless of seasonal variability,” Ross said. “Due to
the past couple of milder winters, we expect possible pockets of increased ice melter injective at Compass Minerals.
“Customer service remains our primary focus,” Compass Minerals National Sales ventories to be present within the jan/san marketplace for the beginning of the upcomManager, Michael Ross said, “Our company has a reputation for continuous improve- ing season. We always encourage distributors and end-users to make sure they have
ment. We are always striving to be the best supplier in our channel. Therefore, Compass product on hand before winter weather strikes.
“A few soft winters may make some people complacent, but it’s always good to order
Minerals has a dedicated customer service representative for our accounts. These are
people who are available to answer any questions and place orders in a timely and effi- early. We advise customers to have enough ice melt on hand to get them through the first
storms of the season. By doing this, they don’t have to compete with others who delayed
cient manner.”
Compass Minerals offers its Safe Step® Pro Series® ice melter product line exclu- placing their orders until after the storms struck. Compass Minerals always plans for an
sively for jan/san distributors and wholesalers. This se‘average’ winter. Distributors and end-users would be
ries is specifically designed to meet the needs of the
well advised to do the same.”
“Our company has a reputation
jan/san professional, offering the right combination of
Distributors should also become knowledgeable about
price and performance — from value blends to envifor continuous improvement.
the different types of ice melter available in today’s
ronmentally friendly mixes to products that are fast-actjan/san marketplace.
We are always striving to be the
ing at extremely low temperatures.
“They should understand their customers’ preferences
best supplier in our channel.”
The full line of Safe Step® Pro Series®-branded ice
and needs as well, and which products are the best fit,”
melters include:
Ross said. “Distributors are often called upon to edu— National Sales Manager, Michael Ross
■ Safe Step® Pro Series® 960 Choice Formula,
cate their end-user customers about the proper applicawhich is designated a Safer Choice by the U.S. Envition and safe handling of ice melter. It’s also good for
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA). Its formula is gentle to the environment, yet melts distributors to know how the ice melt products they are selling stack up against the
ice at temperatures as low as -10ºF. It also contains MG 104®, a powerful melting cat- competition.”
alyst, to help prevent refreezing up to 2.5 times longer than conventional ice melters;
He noted that some end-users prefer concentrated formulas, which use less product
■ Safe Step® Pro Series® 750 Magnesium Chloride, which has also been desig- to melt the same amount of snow and ice.
nated a Safer Choice by the U.S. EPA. The product melts to -25ºF and is safer for con“Magnesium chloride is a good example of a premium ‘power’ ingredient, one that
crete, vegetation and animals, compared to conventional deicers, when used as directed; requires a lesser amount of product to achieve the same melting power as many other
■ Safe Step® Pro Series® 500 Select Blend®, which offers two formulations: 550 deicers,” Ross said. “To help distributors and end-users choose the right deicing prodSelect Blend® and 570 Select Blend® Blue, each combining performance with value. ucts, Compass Minerals provides a wide range of educational materials. This includes
Both prodvucts work to 0ºF and leave no oily residue. The 500 Series also has an ex- product literature available from our company’s many sales reps.
tended life cycle for worry-free storage. The 570 Select Blend® Blue product uses an
“While our updated ice melter programs and pricing are still being developed for the
easy-to-see blue dye for even application; and,
upcoming season, Compass Miner■ Safe Step® Pro Series® 370 Econo Blend® Blue, an economical blend that melts als will offer an early-order incento -7ºF and contains a corrosion inhibitor. The 370 Econo Blend Blue® product also fea- tive for 2017. Distributors should
“We are known as a reliable
tures easy-to-see blue dye for even application.
contact sales reps from our comand trustworthy source of
According to Ross, Compass Minerals always advises distributors and consumers to pany for current information.”
high-quality products.”
truly know what they are buying when it comes to ice melter products. It’s important to
Compass Minerals is headquarlook for objective third-party validation as well, such as the EPA’s Safer Choice label.
tered in Overland Park, KS, and
is a global leader in the minerals business. The company is North America’s largest salt
producer, and operates the world’s largest salt mine in Goderich, Ontario.
“Compass Minerals tests and validates its ice
In addition to professional and consumer deicing products, the company supplies
melt performance claims using Strategic Highway
mined rock salt for highway deicing and high-grade branded and private labeled minResearch Protocol procedures, and quantiﬁes
eral products for consumer and industrial uses. Additional mines and production facilities are located in Louisiana, Utah, Kansas, Saskatchewan and Nova Scotia.
environmental claims for its products.”
Since the early 19th century, Compass Minerals has produced high-quality essential
minerals. It is a leading authority on snow and ice management as well as a trusted name
“They also should look for proof that manufacturers are substantiating their claims in the jan/san industry. The company created its Safe Step® Pro Series® product line to
with scientific data. Compass Minerals tests and validates its ice melt performance meet the specific needs of jan/san professionals, and it backs these products with clear
claims using Strategic Highway Research Protocol procedures, and quantifies environ- and complete product literature and outstanding customer service.
mental claims for its products,” Ross said. “Never hesitate to ask suppliers for data that
“Compass Minerals strives to provide its distributors with quality products, made exsupports their claims.”
clusively for the jan/san industry, along with remarkable service,” Ross said. “We are
Education remains essential when it comes to properly selecting and using a particu- known as a reliable and trustworthy source of high-quality products.”
lar type of ice melter. Representatives of Compass Minerals understand this importance.
“We educate our distributors and end-users through tradeshow involvement, promoContact: Compass Minerals,
tional marketing materials including product literature, the SafeStepProSeries.com and
9900 West 109th Ste 100,
Saltpos.com websites, as well as direct communication and personal contact,” Ross said.
Overland Park, KS 66210.
He added that the winter of 2016-2017 was mild for many parts of North America.
Phone: 913-827-7156.
Therefore, demand for ice melt was diminished due to a lack of severe weather.
Email: rossm@compassminerals.com.
“We also have a strong non-deicing business in place, so while we always wish for a
Website: www.SafeStepProSeries.com.

H
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Weather is unpredictable. We’re not.
When a winter storm hits, you’re the first line of defense. That’s why Safe Step Pro Series created the industry’s most complete line of deicer products exclusively for Jan/San professionals.
It’s the performance and safety you demand, delivered when and where it matters most. So
whether you’re deicing a parking lot or an entryway, take the guesswork out of your job with
Safe Step – the forecast you can trust.

1-877-462-7258
SafeStepProSeries.com

Blend that provides both
performance and value

Exclusive blends for the
Jan/San industry

Two EPA-certified
Safer Choice products
to choose from

ADVERTORIAL

CP Industries

P

remium ice melters used in today’s jan/san marketplace are called upon to do many
things: melt snow and ice, not harm pavement, be safe when used around vegetation
and pets, and to be friendlier toward the environment.
Officials at CP Industries work hard every year to ensure the company’s two leading ice
melt products, Superior Sno-N-Ice® Melter and Premiere® Ice Melter, meet the above
objectives as well as requirements for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s)
Safer Choice program. Safer Choice helps consumers, businesses and purchasers find products that not only perform well, but are also safer for human health and the environment, according to the U.S. EPA.
“The Safer Choice program is one of the few standards for ice melt that actually proves
efficacy,” CP Industries Company Chemist Chase Naisbitt said. “Any company can make
claims in terms of melting temperature, corrosion prevention and product longevity, but
none of this can truly be substantiated
without a third party. Being part of the
“We diligently work to
Safer Choice program allows CP Industries to say that Superior and Premiere
get product out the door
are meeting certain guidelines set by the
as quick as possible, our
EPA, and have been tested by thirdtypical
lead time is within
party reviewers.
“This is why we believe it’s important
two to three days, but
to be part of the Safer Choice program.
there have been instances
The people behind Safer Choice are very
strict as to what chemicals we can use perwhere we have shipped
taining to Superior and Premiere. We
same day deliveries to
must also show the research behind our
meet our client’s needs.”
formulas. We recently did some ‘tweaking’ to our formulas, due to the strictness
— CP Industries Company Chemist
of the Safer Choice guidelines, and were
Chase Naisbitt
happy to do so.”
Naisbitt added that Superior and Premiere are safe when applied to concrete and around metal when used as directed. Superior is
formulated with a maximum inhibitor package made of 11 different components. The product includes a patented blend of inhibitors, featuring three main attributes. First, these inhibitors prevent concrete corrosion and spalling by actually adding a layer of protection with
CMA (Calcium Magnesium Acetate) that stays on top of the concrete. Secondly, they inhibit
metal corrosion; and, thirdly, there is also an additive that makes the product safer to use
around vegetation.
Superior also features Meltium®, which allows the product to work at lower temperatures,
down to -20ºF, “without using calcium chloride or magnesium chloride which are extremely
corrosive,” Naisbitt said.
Meanwhile, CP Industries’ Premiere, as well as Melt Off®, are the company’s second and
third tier products, respectively. They remain very effective ice melters in their own right, but
come with a lower percentage of inhibitors as well as lower price points.
“We have added additional corrosion protection for Melt Off®, while still keeping that
product’s competitive pricing in place,” Naisbitt said. “CP Industries’ formulas have always
been created with external surroundings in mind. We have taken special care and years of research to create formulas that are safe around people, plants, pets, metal and concrete; and are
also effective in melting ice and snow for safety.
“Superior is our strongest formula for preventing damage. Premiere is our most popular
formula and utilizes much of the same technology as Superior, while Melt-Off® is our most
economical brand.”
Liquid versions of Superior Sno-N-Ice® Melter and Premiere® Ice Melter are
also available. They are ideal for entryways where customers want to prevent tracking
and damage to floor finishes. Because liquid deicers are water thin and colorless, they
reduce the need for cleanup inside the building. They also work well on exposed stairwells and parking structures where end-users need extra protection from corrosion, and
where granular ice melters could pose a slipping hazard.
CP Industries’ liquid ice melters can be used in very sensitive areas and on a wide variety
of surfaces. The liquids also work very effectively as a pretreatment, and don’t have to be applied as often as granular formulas, when used appropriately.
According to Naisbitt, a growing emphasis on environmentally sound and safe ice melt
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products can be found among such end-use groups as hospitals, schools and government buildings. Caregivers for many of these facilities also look to protect expensive infrastructure, such
as entryways and parking garages.
“The importance of using ice melter that is friendlier toward the environment can be a
harder sell to those everyday consumers not as familiar with the science behind high-end products, and how these items can better protect their property from corrosion and other problems,” Naisbitt said. “I have found that over time, through proper education, more people start
to understand the importance of using quality ice melt products, and to become more involved
with environmental programs.”
At CP Industries, officials make all testing information of ice melters available to distributors and end-users. This allows people to see firsthand the benefits of the company’s products.
“There is also a wealth of other information that CP Industries provides for the benefit of
our distributors and their sales reps,” Naisbitt said. “This includes articles, synopses and data
that we feel are relevant when trying to explain the benefits of our formulas, and why using a
high-end ice melter is important.
“As an ice melter manufacturer, we will use all of our resources to help resolve issues. This
includes questions about the use of specific ice melters on particular surfaces as well as around
vegetation and pets.”
Summer is a perfect time for distributors to start planning their upcoming ice melter programs. Education plays a key part in this planning. According to Naisbitt, distributors who are
most successful with ice melter sales are the ones who are able to properly educate end-users,
teaching them about which type of product works best for specific areas and situations.
“Once again, we at CP Industries are happy to help,” he said. “It’s also important to be
aware of industry changes, such as the growing importance of the U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certification. A lot of large corporations, as well as residents, are looking to meet the LEED standard. It’s therefore important
to understand what this means to ice melt.
“We (CP Industries) work hard to monitor all changes taking place in the jan/san and related industries. It’s important that we are able to answer any questions from distributors
and end-users.”
While many areas in North America’s snow belt experienced below average amounts of
snowfall, CP Industries 2016/2017 winter was still a good one, as a high volume of snowfall
occurred in North America’s northwest region. As in past years, CP Industries succeeded again
last winter through its reliability and fast lead times.
“We diligently work to get product out the door as quick as possible, our typical lead time
is within two to three days, but there
have been instances where we have
“CP Industries’ liquid ice
shipped same day deliveries to meet our
melters can be used in
client’s needs.” he said. “Due to CP Industries’ short lead time capabilities, our
very sensitive areas and
distributors can save money because
on a wide variety of
they don’t have to carry as much ice
melt inventory in their own warehouses.
surfaces. The liquids also
We are able to supply them in a timely
work very eﬀectively as a
manner.”
pretreatment, and don’t
CP Industries produces its broad
range of sodium chloride-based blended
have to be applied as
ice melters from two production locaoften as granular formulas,
tions — one each in Salt Lake City,
when used appropriately.”
UT, and York, PA.
“We are now producing inventory for
next season, and have early bird discounts in place for this summer and fall,” Naisbitt said. “We
recommend that distributors participate in this program, because once the snow starts falling,
demand greatly increases.
“Representatives of CP Industries are always willing to seek out the needs and concerns of
our distributors and customers, working with them on an individual basis. CP Industries is a
third-generation, family-owned and operated business. We look to continue this strong legacy
and enjoy many more years of operation.”
Contact: CP Industries, LLC., 560 North 500 West, Salt Lake City, UT 84116.
Phone: 801-521-0313. Web site: www.cpindustries.net.

Destroy Snow and Ice... Nothing Else
Does Not Contain Harmful Calcium or Magnesium Chloride

Effective
fective to -20˚F/-32˚C

Effective to -8˚F/-22˚C

Safer Choice Approved
Meets U.S. EPA Safer Product Standards
epa.gov/saferchoice

Nonfood Compounds Program Listed
Superior Sno-N-Ice C1 131490
Premiere Ice Melter C1 131489

Industries

®

For information, please call 1.800.453.4931 or visit www.cpindustries.com
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Morgro, Inc.

W

ith a strong sales organization and manufacturing
base in place, Morgro, Inc., continues to provide
a wide variety of premium ice melter products to
suit the different needs and applications found in today’s
jan/san industry.
“There are 11 Morgro U.S. territories that feature individual sales organizations. Each is staffed with multiple sales
reps, along with regional reps across the country,” Morgro
Vice President & General Manager Rick Jensen said.
“Morgro’s goal every year, starting in late spring and early
summer, is to arm our U.S. and Canadian distributors with
educational information that includes updated state-of-theart literature, samples and professional DVDs. Easy access
Web content is also available online. Such information helps
illustrate the points of difference between Morgro’s ice melt
products. This includes information about how these products
work, application rates, pricing, etc.”
What follows, Jensen added, are successful sales meetings
and training sessions between Morgro, the company’s 300plus North American distributor customers and a wide variety of end-users.
Morgro’s ice melt products continue to undergo upgrades to
improve both efficiency and effectiveness — all in an effort to
further aid jan/san professionals who are involved with snow
and ice removal. Each of the company’s ice melters has its
own set of benefits. These products include:
■ Sno-Plow™, featuring a combination of sodium chloride
and liquid magnesium chloride, which is applied in concentrated form during the manufacturing process. The inhibitor
in Sno-Plow’s Liqui-Fire™ melting enhancer helps to reduce
corrosion on exposed metals, and is less toxic than common
baking soda, according to Jensen. The product has been approved by the U.S. Department of Agriculture for use around
food processing operations.
“Liqui-Fire effectively lowers the working temperature
range of Sno-Plow, allowing it to work up to three times faster.
It’s also environmentally friendly to vegetation,” Jensen said.
Sno-Plow is safe to use on asphalt and concrete surfaces,
leaving no oily residue, and works in temperatures as low
as -27°F.
Sno-Plow’s green colored granules reduce the possibility
of over-application, and the product comes in a variety of
packaging options — 25- and 50-pound bags, 50- and 100pound boxes, 50-pound pails and 100-pound drums;
■ Ice Fighter Plus® is a premium ice melter for those who
want additional protection for concrete, according to Jensen.
The product protects against the negative influences of the
freeze-thaw cycle. It features a two-component system, consisting of sodium chloride granules as well as Propolyice,
which is used exclusively in Ice Fighter Plus.
“Propolyice provides a layer of polymer that settles between water and concrete. This helps eliminate water seeping
through pores and cracks of the concrete,” Jensen said. “We
coat each granule with Propolyice, a proprietary chemical
compound, as well as one other component, to attain a uniform product.”
Ice Fighter Plus comes in a variety of sizes — a 50-pound
bag, box and pail, as well as a 100-pound drum — and is colored blue.
“Demand for Ice Fighter Plus is especially big with property maintenance personnel, who want to help protect decorative concrete,” Jensen said.

Ice Fighter Plus will not harm vegetation, when used as directed, and the product will melt ice at temperatures as low as
-22ºF;
■ Cal-Melt® features a combination of sodium chloride
and liquid-coated calcium chloride. The product was specifically formulated for those markets or bid requirements that
specify a calcium chloride ice melter.
Each granule is coated with liquid calcium chloride and a
non-staining pink colorant. Cal-Melt’s pink granules react
quickly with moisture in the air to begin the melting process,
and feature a maximum melting point of -25ºF. The product
comes in 50-pound bags.

“Just because something is
diﬀerent does not mean it’s
necessarily better. We have not
seen any revolutionary shifts
when it comes to properly
melting snow and ice.
It’s important to use ice melter
products that work as
directed, and to help customers
with their various needs.”
— Vice President & General Manager
Rick Jensen
Jensen added that unlike some purified forms of calcium
chloride products, Cal-Melt does not require the use of gloves
or respirators, and is safe to apply with bare hands. It’s also
safe to use around trees, shrubs and other vegetation, when
used as directed. Another advantage to Cal-Melt is that it has
a shelf life of several years; and,
■ Deep Thaw™, a magnesium chloride-based product that
is primarily comprised of sodium chloride and magnesium
chloride, including Liqui-Fire. This product comes in 25- and
50-pound bags, as well as 50-pound boxes, will melt to -27ºF
and is colored green.
All of Morgro’s ice melter brands feature graphics and
packaging that are contemporary and upscale.
Now that summer has arrived, Jensen said many distributors are beginning their ice melter sales process, working hard
to get as many end-users as possible properly prepared for the
upcoming winter season.
“I have noticed in recent years that many distributors and
end-users within the jan/san industry are becoming more
proactive during this time of year, wanting to get out of the
starting blocks sooner,” Jensen said. “They are looking to
take advantage of early order discounts, sales incentives and
rebates available from ice melter manufacturers, including
Morgro.”
With this demand comes the responsibility of truly knowing the difference between a premium ice melter and commodity items, such as rock salt.
“At Morgro, we are a firm believer that not all ice melters
are created equally. There are different grades, sizes, shapes
and forms of product, just as there is a big difference between
blended ice melt and ice melter that is manufactured,” Jensen
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said. “Distributors should understand what they are selling. Is
it a higher-end product? What are the product’s features and
benefits versus a lesser brand?”
Not only must ice melter add protection against that slipping hazards brought on by snow and ice, it should also be
safe to use when applied as directed.
“There is a growing belief throughout the jan/san industry
that all environmental aspects should be considered when
using any type of product,” Jensen said. “Every year, Morgro representatives work hard to make sure the company’s
products meet proper standards when it comes to surface
protection and the environment. We feel our products are
some of the safest to be found in the marketplace.”
He added that solid product research is far more important
than simply relying on bright packaging and/or new “bells and
whistles” when it comes to melting snow and ice.
“Just because something is different does not mean it’s necessarily better. We have not seen any revolutionary shifts when
it comes to properly melting snow and ice,” Jensen said. “It’s
important to use ice melter products that work as directed, and
to help customers with their various needs.
“At Morgro, we have always taken pride in our customer
service capabilities. Service levels will vary, based on the
severity of each winter, but we do not run out of inventory and
have always provided high levels of service throughout the
winter season. Communication is key, making sure everybody has a proper understanding as to conformation of orders,
quantities needed, etc.”
Despite its unusual characteristics, the winter of 2016/2017
was a successful one for Morgro.
“We had a very good season, despite the fact that there was
below average snowfall from the East Coast to Chicago, IL,”
he said. “The Northeast was sporadic at best, when it came to
snowfall last winter, while the Northwest was very active.
Seattle, WA, had more snow accumulation than Chicago,
which is rare.
“This goes to show that anything can happen during the
winter. It’s therefore important to be prepared.”
In business since 1975, Morgro’s ice melt solutions have
been derived from civil engineers, chemists and other technical professionals. Throughout the company’s history, a strong
emphasis has been placed on product analysis and education,
while also employing knowledgeable sales reps who are located across North America.
The company’s main production facility is located in Salt
Lake City, UT, with warehouses stationed in Chambersburg, PA, and Aurora, IL. These warehouses are designed
to help Morgro decrease lead times. They also allow more customers to order less-than-truckload (LTL) quantities.
“Our production and logistics teams, along with Morgro’s
entire sales organization, have adjusted well to the growth of
the company,” Jensen said. “This is particularly true with production, where we have added modern robotics and conveyors to speed the manufacturing process. New solutions for
logistics have also been implemented — all for the benefit of
our distributor customers.”

Contact: Morgro, Inc., 145 West Central Ave.,
Salt Lake City, UT 84107.
Phone: 800-221-1049 or 801-266-1132.
E-mail: rick@morgro.com.
Website: www.morgro.com.
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XYNYTH Manufacturing Corp.

F

or over 30 years, XYNYTH Manufacturing Corp., has provided new and different ice melter products to meet the
growing demands placed by distributors, and their end-user customer base. Company officials complement these products with an abundance of information and educational tools, all in an effort to help people safely remove snow and ice.

The No. 1 selling item at XYNYTH remains the company’s prominent Mountain Organic Natural Icemelter™.
It’s specifically designed to melt ice and snow effectively,
while posing no risk to users, pets, concrete or the environment, when used as directed.
Fertilizer-based Mountain Organic Natural Icemelter™
begins working immediately after application, and is effective to -23°C (-9°F). It also boasts an unlimited shelf life,
and is completely safe for those handling the product, according to XYNYTH President Kevin Wice. Due to its
potassium content, Mountain actually helps repair damage
caused by long-term use of environmentally harmful deicers,
such as rock salt.
“There remains a very strong following for this product, years after its introduction,” Wice said. “Mountain is
well established in the marketplace, and people ask for it
by name.”
Other ice melters from XYNYTH that work fast under
harsh winter conditions, but are safer for the planet, are
Arctic ECO Green Icemelter™ and Winter Warrior
Runway Control™.
“These two products are exciting for both XYNYTH and
its customers,” Wice said. “Arctic ECO Green Icemelter™
has been designed with the environment in mind, while also
focusing on price. It’s layered with various ingredients that
provide many attributes, such as an anti-corrosive feature.”
There are people in the marketplace today who want to
use environmentally friendly products, Wice added. The
challenge is that a number of these consumers don’t want to
spend extra money.
“To answer this challenge, XYNYTH introduced Arctic
ECO Green Icemelter™ several years ago, using a special
encapsulation process. We take sodium chloride and encapsulate it with CMA (Calcium Magnesium Acetate), which
helps eliminate the negative side effects of the sodium.
Then, we multi-encapsulate the granules with potassium acetate, so that every granule of sodium going into the ground
is buffered by potassium, a major ingredient in fertilizer,”
Wice said.
By still using sodium chloride, XYNYTH officials are
able to bring the cost of the product down.
“It’s not as high-end a deicer as our Mountain Organic
Natural Icemelter™, but it’s neutral to the environment,
and will not ruin the surrounding soil structure. What I tell
people is, ‘If Mountain was an electric vehicle, Arctic ECO
Green would be its hybrid,’” Wice said. “One of the characteristics that has made this product popular is that Arctic
ECO Green Icemelter™ is truly a manufactured item.
Every granule is multi-coated. It’s also dyed green for better application.”
Meanwhile, Winter Warrior Runway Control™ has provided the impetus for XYNYTH’s newly introduced products. The deicer was originally developed for airport
runways and surrounding areas, and meets both LEED

(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) and FAA
(Federal Aviation Administration) certifications.
“Winter Warrior Runway Control™ and Mountain Organic Natural Icemelter™ are also both approved by the
Canadian Food Inspection Agency for use in food processing facilities,” Wice said. “They can guard against corrosion
in these plants, such as helping to protect expensive refrigeration units.”
Three newer XYNYTH products were introduced last
year and enjoyed a successful inaugural season. They are:
n Winter Warrior Enviro LEADer Icemelter™, which
is specifically designed for use around all types of LEED
buildings and properties. The product melts ice and snow in
temperatures as low as -21ºC (-6ºF).
“There are certain specifications connected with LEED
buildings. For example, all ice melter products used at these
facilities must be free of chlorides,” Wice said. “Winter Warrior Enviro LEADer Icemelter™ has been formulated to be
reasonably priced and still meet LEED certification. It features a combination of ingredients, including CMA, to pull
down the product’s low temperature melting range.”
CMA is made of dolomite lime and acetic acid, and is perfect where corrosion and/or environmental issues are a concern, Wice added.
Winter Warrior Enviro LEADer Icemelter™ is colored
green to help prevent over-application, is safe on concrete,
when used as directed, and is easy to apply.
“We feel Winter Warrior Enviro LEADer Icemelter™ is
satisfying an important niche in the marketplace. As a company, XYNYTH’s mantra for the past 31 years is that of
being an eco-friendly ice melt provider. This product adds to
our legacy,” Wice said;
n Winter Warrior CMA Icemelter™ is the second
newer XYNYTH deicer to be LEED compliant. The product
is made from 100 percent CMA, and is biodegradable, noncorrosive and safe on concrete, when used as directed. It performs to -12°C (10°F), is chloride/nitrogen-free and easy to
apply; and,
n Arctic CLEAR Window & Mirror De-icer™, which
is a liquid hand spray deicer specifically designed to clear
ice, frost and light snow from windshields, windows, mirrors, locks, headlights, doors and other surfaces.
The product clears on contact, is streak and residue free,
effective to -42°C (-44°F), prevents ice from forming/refreezing, contains biodegradable ingredients, and is safe on
car finishes.
“This product contains the same type of ingredients that
are used to deice the wings of aircraft in the winter,” Wice
said. “We have received some great responses from distributors who sell to end-users with vehicle fleets. These endusers are looking for a product to deice windshields before
their morning deliveries.
“As a company, we are always looking at new directions
in the deicing marketplace. Arctic CLEAR Window & Mir-
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ror De-icer™is a prime example. It contains biodegradeable
ingredients, which fits in well with XYNYTH’s focus of
being an environmentally friendly company.”
According to Wice, Arctic CLEAR Window & Mirror Deicer™ was mostly designed for retail markets, but has done
amazingly well within different commercial applications for
distributors.
Helping distributors and end-users understand the differences, benefits and applications of each type of ice melter
available in today’s marketplace remains an important objective at XYNYTH. The company provides both live and
online education/training options. This includes its “Ice Melt
University,” which offers training programs specifically
geared toward distributors.
There is also the online XYNYTH Ice Melt Resource
Center, which Wice said provides the type of information
that is often requested by end-users.

“At XYNYTH, we believe it’s important for
people to understand the true differences with
ice melters and how to properly use these
products,” Wice said. “There continues to be a
lot of misinformation that must be addressed.”
Despite a milder than normal 2016/2017 winter for many
parts of the North American snow belt, Wice said the season
was a good one at XYNYTH.
“Some areas received a lot of harsh winter weather, particularly Western Canada and the U.S. Northwest,” he said.
“Being a longtime North American ice melt manufacturer
and supplier, we have learned how to work through the ups
and downs that take place every year in the different service
regions. Overall, I would call last winter an average season
for our company.”
One challenge for this upcoming ice melter preseason, according to Wice, will likely be trying to sell new product to
those customers who did not experience a harsh winter.
“The ice melter pipeline is pretty full in some areas of
North America. When this occurs, many end-users and distributors are slow to preorder product for the coming winter,” he said. “However, it’s important that people are not
caught off-guard, as it’s rare, in many regions of the snow
belt, to experience two or three mild winters in a row.”

To help customers get ready for what
Old Man Winter may bring later this year,
XYNYTH is offering a variety of ice melter
preseason promotions in 2017, as well as
an early booking program.
Contact: XYNYTH Manufacturing Corp.,
122-3989 Henning Drive, Burnaby, BC, V5C 6N5 Canada.
Phone: 1-800-635-8423.
Email: sales@xynyth.com. Website: www.xynyth.com.

ADVERTORIAL

Kissner

T

he Kissner Group is devoted to you winter after
winter — looking at ways to provide the best Ice
Melt to save you money and time, while helping to
maintain safe walkways in even the lowest temperatures.
This past winter of 2016/17 saw a little bit of everything. Colder, snowier weather in the West, and a
milder, drier winter heading East — some places hitting
record winter heats. Winter seemed to have had an early
start last year, took a break, and flared back up in February and March. With the milder winter, areas in the
Northeast suffered a cold “spring” and some late winter
weather; leaving areas blanketed in deep snow from a
winter storm as spring approached.
Although we saw an overall warmer winter, there
were still many parts of North America experiencing
harsh weather. Kissner saw a major increase in volume
by early January, and with the blusterous winter in the
western parts of Canada and the USA, there was a 50
percent increase over the previous years’ shipments.
We found both Brown Bag™ and Stealth Blue™
had tremendous success entering in the market this last
season. Customers reacted positively to these performance Ice Melters as we truly captured their demand for
unique, effective products that outperformed others. We
are excited to have these two brands available for a second season, and to further develop the market share on
these superior performance deicers.

Stealth Blue™ Ice Melter delivers the accuracy required to target ice and eliminate snow with a formula
that just can’t be rivaled! This formula contains a unique
Hybrid Crystal™ that goes to work instantly, targeting
treacherous snow and ice. It battles winter walkways
with authoritative accuracy, working in some of the
coldest temperatures, down to -30 degrees. It’s prepared
to handle even the harshest winters, acting fast to keep
ice at bay. Stealth Blue™ performs at a level not seen
before.
For those customers who want something a little different — no bells, no whistles, just results — Brown
Bag™ Ice Melt is made for the “everyday worker” who
simply wants results without all the fuss and muss!
From the design of the packaging, to the formulation,
this brand is exactly what the customer is looking for
— it’s simple and it works. It gets the job done, without
being complicated.
The Kissner Group takes pride in providing the highest quality products, and has further enhanced its ability to keep customers supplied at all times.
We make winter products our primary focus. It’s time
to stock up and get ready for the unpredictable weather
that is coming our way!
Don’t get caught in the storm.
Kissner is ready to help you with your future needs.

For more information on any of our products,
please visit www.kissner.com or call 1-800-434-8248.
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IT’S TIME TO OUTPERFORM
YOUR COMPETITION
Kissner has exactly the performance
you need for your customers this winter

Whether it’s a “High-Tech” ice melter...

or an everyday “Get-The-Job-Done” solution!

COME CHECK OUT THESE PRODUCTS
AT BOOTH #1313 AT THE ISSA

CAN YOU SAY THE SAME FOR
YOUR DEICER BLEND?

5 a.m. Maintenance shop. Storm was worse than the forecast and the
crew is out there in this freezing garbage making it right. This year you
started asking questions about what’s really in that latest deicer blend.
No good answers, so you built a better program with calcium chloride
and now you’re getting your money’s worth. You know what’s in the bag;
it melts ice faster than any other deicer, right down to minus 25. Whoever
crosses this piece of ground at 8 a.m. will do it standing up.
For more information, visit peladow.com/know-your-deicer

TM

Trademark of Occidental Chemical Corporation

DON’T LET YOUR
DEICER SLOW
YOU DOWN.
2 a.m. Just you and the spreader in those headlights and it’s
cold and dark and big out here. Five more jobs before dawn.
Doesn’t matter. You came ready for the worst. This entryway
gets calcium chloride because you know it works faster than
any other deicer, even in the rawest cold. You’ve got the pride
that comes with knowing this job is done fast and done right.
And they’ll be ready for business in the morning.
For more information, visit peladow.com/ahead-of-the-storm

TM

Trademark of Occidental Chemical Corporation

...SHAPING TH

NOT JUST BETTER … CLEARLY BETTER!

™

HE FUTURE OF HAND HYGIENE

™

CLEARLY BETTER

™

HAND HYGIENE SYSTEM

SIMPLICITY. STYLE. VALUE.
Lotion, Foaming,
Touch Free

InterconChemical.com I ClearlyBetter.com I 800-325-9218

When it comes to making deliveries to customers, next-day delivery is standard.
In its never-ending quest to maintain the highest level of customer service, SMS is
I could not service in the past, and now we can.”
always willing to make same-day emergency deliveries.
SMS has about 12,000 square feet of warehouse space, while the Abernathy
For example, recently a client had a spill in his facility and alerted SMS he was
warehouses in Texarkana have just under 1 million square feet.
in dire need of mopheads. A half hour later, Bowers delivered the mopheads.
“We’re ramping up and getting serious. I’ve gone from owner to back out into
“He said, ‘My gosh, I just ordered these 30 minutes ago,’” Bowers recalled.
the field, doing what I have done for three decades, which I thoroughly enjoy,” “I said, ‘That’s how we roll.’”
Bowers said. “Abernathy is also a blender. We blend our own private label chemIn the normal course of events, it is SMS’ uniformed, professional drivers who
icals, floor care products, disinfectants, degreasers and more.”
make sure clients receive products in a timely and efficient manner.
“Drivers are the backbone of
everything we do,” Bowers said.
“They are the ‘face’ of the company. They wear uniforms and conduct themselves as professionals.
We recognize that branding is important. We would never send a representative from SMS Abernathy
into the field without being properly
dressed.”
In addition to being ambassadors
for SMS, drivers are often the
“eyes and ears” of the company,
bringing back valuable information
from the field.
“We get phone calls everyday
from our drivers who see a competitor’s truck at a client’s location,”
Bowers said. “They are trained to
look for a competitor’s merchandise. Furthermore, they don’t just
drop off a delivery and get a signature, they are taught to build relationships.
“When I get calls from customers
saying how pleasant and polite and
The main benefit of using a true
efficient our drivers are, it tells me
hydroxyl generator is that they are safe to use
that we are doing something right.
in occupied areas for deodorization purposes.
Drivers are a huge part of why we
have experienced the growth we
have enjoyed.”
In reflecting on the underlying
reasons for SMS’ success over the
long haul, Bowers said conducting
business the old-fashioned way is
the key.
What is the old-fashioned way?
— “Hard work; integrity; making a
fair profit, not an excessive one;
treating people right; and treating
"DUJWBUPS
)()ZESPYZM
5PSOBEP0[POF(FOFSBUPS
your associates right,” Bowers said.
“I hesitate to call our people employees, because they are a part of
the team.
“We are not perfect, but we
Our entire line of ozone and hydroxyl deodorizers are designed, engineered and
have a commitment to be perfect,
assembled in the USA providing a superior product and first rate customer service.
and we strive for that everyday. I
With over 30 years combined experience in ozone and hydroxyl technology, we are
believe if you do that long enough,
people will believe in you and give
proud to have become the most recognized and trusted brands in our industry.
you the benefit of the doubt.
“The opportunities are endless. I
think we are sitting in the best place
/FXBJSF
we could be with Abernathy’s supThe Ozone Experts
port. I think we are in the best posi1MVHJO
9483 State Hwy 37,
tion possible to capture this market.”
4FSJFT*
Ogdensburg, NY 13669

SMS Distributions: Continued From Page 16

ONE

SHOP
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Contact: SMS Distribution,
1033 Jack Wells Blvd.,
Shreveport, LA 71107-7039.
Phone: 318-222-8600.
Website: www.sms24-7.com.
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From Microfiber And More
Microfiber And More Now Offers

CART500
Available from Microfiber and
More LLC is CART500, a high performance custodial cart.
It includes:
• Trash bag with lid;
• Large lock cabinet; and,
• Roller top.
The cart is recommended for all
cleaning applications.
The cart is easy to use and
easy to care for.
For more information,
info@microfiber4sale.com.
New From Microfiber And More

The DUST12KIT
DUST12KIT is a blue microfiber
duster kit.
The kit includes:
• Flexible Wand;
• 48-inch extension handle;
• Blue Microfiber Duster; and,
• Compact and easy-to-use.
This allows the user to reach
10-12 feet without a ladder.
For more information,
info@microfiber4sale.com.

Quality with Integrity
Floor Pads Made in the USA

SCA’s Hygiene Business
Becomes Essity Following
Listing On Nasdaq Stockholm
“Essity (ESSITY AB), a global hygiene
and health company, listed on Nasdaq Stockholm on June 15. With a focus on hygiene
and health central to Essity’s vision, the company hopes to continue to expand upon the
market growth of the Tork, TENA, and medical solutions brands like JOBST in North
America,” according to a press release.
The listing of Essity follows the decision
to split the SCA Group into two independently listed companies — the
forest products company, SCA,
and the global health and hygiene company, Essity. The proposed split of the company was
announced last autumn.
Essity’s vision is to be dedicated to improving well-being
through leading health and hygiene solutions, while the company’s stated mission is
to sustainably develop, produce, market and
sell value-added hygiene and health products and services.
“The launch of Essity will create opportunities to diversify into new health
product groups following the recent acquisition of BSN medical, a medical solutions
company that manufactures the JOBST
compression therapy brand in the U.S.”
Essity said it has reaffirmed its commitment to the ongoing global Hygiene Matters initiative. The initiative aims to drive
education and spark a global conversation
around the importance of hygiene and its
link to health and well-being by helping to
break taboos, while highlighting the economic impact of hygiene.
Don Lewis, president, Professional Hygiene said, “With the launch of Essity, we

have a new name and an even stronger
sense of purpose — improving wellbeing by providing leading hygiene and
health solutions. Our hygiene and health
focus will allow us to bring new innovations to market while offering our customers and consumers the insights,
knowledge and best practices that can
only come from one of the world’s leading hygiene companies.”

Tork and TENA customers and consumers will begin to see SCA branding
phased out from the hygiene business and
replaced with new Essity branding over
the next two years.
Essity develops, produces and sells personal care (baby care, feminine care, incontinence products and medical solutions),
consumer tissue and professional hygiene
products and solutions.
According to the release, “Sales are conducted in approximately 150 countries
under brands including TENA and Tork,
and other brands, such as Leukoplast,
Libero, Libresse, Lotus, Nosotras, Saba,
Tempo, Vinda and Zewa. Essity has about
48,000 employees and net sales in 2016
were approximately $12 billion.”
Visit www.essity.com
for more information.

DordenSqueegee Expands
U.S. Warehousing Program For
Its Belgian Moss Floor Squeegees

The Pick of the Litter!
Largest Floor Pad Range – Including Natural Hair Pads
We know that your business depends upon fast, reliable
service, with quality products. Americo floor pads are
a proven winner in environmental innovation and
performance. Whatever your cleaning challenge, Americo
stands ready to assist in finding the best products for the job.

FLOOR PADS • CLEANING ACCESSORIES • FLOOR MATS

www.AmericoMFG.com
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Full Cycle® Products are
TM
certified by Green Seal for
Environmental Innovation
based on faster biodegradation
in landfill conditions
and 100% recycled
content/natural fiber.
Green Seal.org/GS20

Dorden & Co., Inc., aka DordenSqueegee, has expanded the number of
Dörden™ Belgian Moss Squeegee SKUs
that are being stocked for immediate delivery.
In a press release the company said, “Included in the expansion are:
*More plastic frame moss squeegees, in
three sizes;
*Additional metal moss squeegees with
splash guards, which are considered heavy
duty; and,
*Heavy-duty red neoprene squeegees are
also available.
Dorden is also offering:
*Color-coded moss squeegees for foodservice and hospitals;
*Sample stock now available for customers to evaluate; and,
*Belgian-made entry-level window
squeegees at a competitive price level.
According to the company, “The Belgian
Moss U.S. warehouse focus is on customers
who require less than container loads. The

company’s centralized location in Detroit,
MI, where it produces the non-rusting aluminum squeegees, is a benefit for the Central
U.S. and the East Coast, requiring quick delivery and reasonable freight. Full container
quantities can be also be arranged, shipped
directly from Belgium, at reduced rates for
customers needing larger quantities.”
A press release also stated, “The properties of the squeegees allow them to virtually
dry the floor as they squeegee away liquids.
“Dorden also produces a full line of
squeegees made in USA. The Dorden
Squeegees ‘Made in USA’ are the traditional
harder rubber squeegees most businesses,
hospitals and homes are familiar with. The
Dorden Squeegees are made with non-rusting/non-sparking aluminum frames and retainers, and meet quality standards.
Programs are available for the traditional
squeegees as well as the Dörden™ Belgian
Moss Squeegees.”
For more information, call 313-834-7910
or email mmfgcoinc@aol.com.

DPA Buying Group Welcomes New
Jan/San Distributors And Suppliers

From ACS:

Strip Boot Pads

ACS Strip Pads are made of poly-vinyl rubber for optimal stretching and easier puton and take-off.
ACS says more clearance to the toe also allows for comfortable slip-on. Full Toe
& Heel Velcro Pads make these boots especially strong when it comes to pad adhesion. Full stitching ensures no Velcro pad release.
The product helps reduce the risk of slipping, and helps users keep foot wear dry
and away from chemicals. Those people wearing the product can use strip boot pads
attached to touch-up corners and around hard-to-reach areas.
Visit www.acsindustries.com for more information.

Professional Cleaning Products Ltd. (Concord, ON); Motus Logistics (Milwaukee,
WI); Sanastar Inc. dba WizKid Products
(Oakland Park, FL); Satco Products, Inc.
(Brentwood, NY); and, Warsaw Chemical
Company, Inc. (Warsaw, IN).
The DPA Buying Group is a North
American buying and networking organization comprised of more than 700 distributors and 200 suppliers in the janitorial,
industrial, safety, packaging and restoration
product industries.

Visit www.DPAJanSan.com or
call 800-652-7826 for more information.

Gordon Brush Recognized
For Support Of The Military

ICE MELT
HEADQUARTERS

SNOW

The DPA Buying Group has 16 new distributor members in its janitorial products
division.
They are: All Maintenance Supply, Inc.
(Tulsa, OK); All Pro Supply (Covington,
KY); Badgerland Chemical & Supply (Middleton, WI); Bicknell Corporation dba St.
Lawrence Supply (Potsdam, NY); ChemCo,
Inc. (Lihue, HI); Clean Cut Solutions
(Needham, MA); Cleanway Supply (Kamloops, BC); Hassinger and Company, Inc.
(New Cumberland, PA); Kleen Bee (Prince
Albert, SK); Oxford Maintenance Supply
(Oxford, NC); Plexon/Plastic Express
(Union, NJ); ProChem Dynamics, LLC
(Tea, SD); Shamrock Supply (Albuquerque,
NM); Taddy, Inc. dba Ace Janitorial Supply,
Inc. (Sparks, NV); The Janitors Supply Co.
(Fort Wayne, IN headquarters); and Tilden
Enterprise, Inc. (Porter, IN).
DPA also added six new suppliers: Expanded Technologies (Kenosha, WI); M2

®

COMMANDER
Multi-Action/
pattern indicator.

With formula C
additive to help
mitigate against turf
and shrub damage.

Melts down to

-5˚
Frank Miller & Sons, Inc.
Maintenance Solutions Since 1889
1-800-ICE-MELT
nnn%`Z\d\ck%ZfdJkli^`j#D@+0'0(
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Shown, left to right, are Irwin Trester, a representative of ESGR,
and Ken Rakusin, president and CEO of Gordon Brush.

Gordon Brush Mfg. Co., Inc., has
received the Statement of Support
for the Guard and Reserve from the
Employer Support of the Guard and
Reserve (ESGR).
“We appreciate the values, leadership and unique skills service members bring to the workplace, and will
encourage opportunities to employ
guardsmen, reservists, transitioning
service members and veterans,” according to Gordon Brush. “As a
proud American manufacturer, we
are pleased to support and value
the employment and military service of the members of the National
Guard and Reserves in the United
States, and to hold their place of
employment when they are called
to serve. Gordon Brush salutes all
of our men and women who serve
this great nation.”
Gordon Brush is an ISO 9001:
2008 certified American manufac-

turer of brooms and brushes. Established in 1951, Gordon Brush includes two brands whose origin
dates back to 1855 and 1897. Gordon Brush manufactures the FootMate® System, and over 15,000
standard and custom brushes, selling to industries including: janitorial, medical, electronics, manufacturing, military, aerospace, and pharmaceutical.
The company operates from a
183,000-square-foot manufacturing
facility in City of Industry, CA.
The company has also received
congressional recognition from Congresswoman Grace Napolitano,
United States Congressional District
32; and California State Senate
recognition from State Senator Bob
Huff, California Senate District 29.
For more information, contact
Gordon Brush at 800-950-7950.

Perfex Offers
One-Piece Sanitary Shovel

From Nyco Products

E.mix Dilution Control System With
Mobile Or Wall Mount Dispenser
“E.mix closed-loop, leak-resistant dispensers –
in mobile or wall mount versions – accurately dilute cleaning concentrates to promote health,
safety, compliance and sustainability,” said Nyco.
“Eleven e.mix concentrates are available in all,
for a variety of cleaning applications and markets. These include all-purpose cleaners, glass
cleaners, odor neutralizers, degreasers, bowl
cleaners, and disinfectants.
“Most recently, Safer Choice DfE Certified
e.mix MARVALOSA 14 was added to the ‘mix.’
With the same lavender scent as other MARVALOSA brand cleaners, e.mix MARVALOSA 14
Multi-Purpose Cleaner & Deodorizer rinses freely
and leaves rooms smelling fresh and clean.”
Nyco Products Company is a privately owned
manufacturer of national cleaning brands and distributor of private branded chemicals used in the
sanitary maintenance, industrial, institutional and other specialty cleaning markets.
For more information, visit www.nycoproducts.com.

“As part of a comprehensive line of sanitary material handling tools, Perfex shovels are designed to minimize the risk of
cross-contamination in food processing,”
said Perfex. “They are expecially recommended for scooping large amounts of ice,
food, chemicals and ingredients quickly
and easily.
“The large, square-point polypropylene
shovel has deep bucket capacity. The handle shaft is 1.5-inches in diameter, with an
extra-thick blade for toughness. Onepiece construction eliminates weak points
and loose handles. The large ‘D’ grip is
designed for easy handling of hefty loads,
even while wearing protective gloves.
Constructed with USDA and FDA approved materials, the shovel will not rust,
and cleans up easily.”
Shovel dimensions are: 15-inch blade height and 40- inches in overall length. Shovels are
available in red, white or blue.
Visit www.perfexonline.com. for more information.

Filmop’s V-Sweeper Traps And Holds Debris

FROM YOUR
RELIABLE SOURCE
®

ICE ATTACK
Generates instant
melting action!

Exclusive
combination of
potassium choloride,
calcium chloride,
sodium chloride
and urea.

Melts down to

-12˚
Frank Miller & Sons, Inc.
Maintenance Solutions Since 1889
1-800-ICE-MELT
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Filmop’s Microfiber V-Sweeper expands to 72-inches for maximum floor dusting width,
and also narrows with a scissor-type handle to fit through narrow doorways.
It also traps and holds debris without spillage from the sides. Each paddle has replaceable Velcro strips to accommodate Filmop microfiber mop heads.
Use for either wet or dry dusting. A smaller 58-inch width version is also available.
Visit www.FilmopUSA.com to view a video.
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ACS Industries Acquires ETC Of Henderson
Providing Safety For Correctional Facilities

Briarwood Products Offers New
ORANGE Metal-Free Product Line
“Briarwood Products has released its newest line of ORANGE cleaning tools for
correctional facilities. The product line was developed by Briarwood in response to
widespread safety concerns from correctional officers,” said the company.

“Briarwood’s new tools are made from a rubbery plastic that eliminates the possibility of ‘shanks’ that could be made from metal or hard plastic tools. The polymer
used will not melt like standard hard plastics. Inmates cannot form or re-form the
plastic into a new shank or shank handle.
“The new Orange Shank-Free line includes flexible dust mop frames, surface
cleaning tools, sweeping equipment, wet mop holders, and connectors. These are
soft, flexible, and durable tools that are safe for all to use.”
All Briarwood products are made in the USA, and are currently being used in
correctional facilities throughout the world.
Visit bp@briarwoodproducts.com
for more information

Proven Products...
Protection...Performance
CAP
ADAPTER
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BOTTLE
INSERT

WALL MOUNTED
DISPENSER

• Provide accurate dilutions

• Prevent toxic spills

• Eliminate mixing mistakes

• Reduce chemical waste

• Increase end-user safety

Contact Us For Your
Custom Solution Today!
+1.800.759.7090 • www.rdindustries.com • sales@rdindustries.com
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ACS Industries, Inc., a manufacturer of
cleaning products for the food service and
janitorial supply markets, has completed a
definitive agreement to purchase all intangible assets and intellectual property of ETC
of Henderson, Inc., including, but not limited to, customer lists, patents, trademarks,
brands, product formulas and all related proprietary data. ETC is a manufacturer of nonwoven floor pads, hand pads and mopping
products.
“The acquisition of ETC came following
a devastating fire at the Henderson plant on
May 29. ACS is primed to take over all ETC
sales as a result of its own recent plant expansion, added equipment and infrastructure
to support significant growth,” according to
a press release.
“ACS will continue to operate and promote the ETC line of floor pads and mops.
ACS is also working to retain key ETC personnel. All customer orders will continue to
be sent to ETC during the transition. A staff
will be maintained in Henderson, NC. Current sales reps will be maintained as well.”
All ETC customer inquiries and orders

will continue to be sent to the Henderson
offices.
ACS is a third-generation family business
that began in Providence, RI, in 1939.

Today, ACS manufactures safety and exhaust components to the automotive industry in addition to its position in cleaning
products. ACS operates out of facilities in
the U.S., Mexico, China and Romania, with
over 4,000 employees worldwide.
Visit www.acs-cp.com
for more information.

New Addition To Aftermarket Products

Janitized® High-Filtration Vacuum Bags
Janitized®, a division of APC Filtration
Inc., has expanded its line of aftermarket
products to include high-filtration vacuum
bags.
“The 4-ply high-filtration vacuum bags
are recommended for use in areas that demand high levels of clean, by providing better durability and filtering more harmful
particles from the air than 2-ply versions,”
according to the company.
The additions include 6- and 10-quart
backpack filter bags designed to fit the following vacuum models:
• Bissell Model 37491 10Qt.;
• Hoover Ground Command 10Qt.;
• IPC Eagle BP10 10Qt.;
• Mastercraft Enviromaster Probe 10;
• Mosquito SuperVac & Super HEPA 10Qt.;
• Perfect Vac Model PB1001 10Qt.;
• Sandia Raven 10Qt.;
• Mastercraft Enviromaster Probe 6;
• Mosquito SuperVac & Super HEPA 6Qt.;
and,
• Sandia Raven 6Qt.

For more information,
visit www.janitized.com
or call (330) 315-2526.

Spartan Chemical Promotes
Thomas Smith To Regional Manager
Spartan Chemical Company has promoted Thomas
Smith to regional manager for the Las Vegas region.
Smith most recently worked as the owner/operator of
a building service contractor in San Diego, CA.
He holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in psychology
from the University of Nevada-Las Vegas, as well as a
Juris Doctor degree from the University of La Verne in
La Verne, CA.
Visit www.spartanchemical.com.

Dissan Group Names Avmor
2016 Supplier Of The Year
The Dissan Group, a Canadian sales and
marketing distribution group for the professional cleaning industry, has named Avmor
Supplier of the Year for 2016.
Founded in 1991, the Dissan Group is a
marketing organization specializing in the distribution of professional cleaning solutions,
tools, and equipment. Dissan Group members
are all independent distributors of jan/san
products across Canada.
“They are all cleaning professionals who
provide a wide range of value-added services
for their customers,” according to Avmor.
Avmor has been supplying professional
cleaning solutions to Dissan and its members
for more than a decade.
The Supplier of the Year Award is given to
a supplier based on criteria such as the following:

• Number of group members buying from
the supplier;
• Sales volume of the company;
• Sales growth;
• Rebate programs;
• Support and training of Dissan Group
members;
• Product quality;
• On-time delivery; and,
• Support to end-users.
The award was accepted by Paul Goldin,
vice-president of Professional Cleaning Solutions for Avmor.
“We are very honored to receive this
award,” said Goldin. "We should note that Dissan Group is considered one of Canada’s 50
Best Companies*, so winning makes this all
the more important to us.”
*Dissan Group honor received from Canadian Business Magazine.

Spartan Chemical Offers Learning Management System
Spartan Chemical Company, Inc., has added a new training tool for cleaning
operations.
According to Spartan, CleanCheck is a thorough program that trains employees
and keeps cleaning operations compliant.
“Endorsed by ISSA CITS, as an advanced certification program, the bilingual,
Web-based training system administers instructor-led and self-directed training.
“The learning management system (LMS) now offers functionality for managing learners, compliance tracking and reporting, in-class, instructor-led group training, certification, and more,” said the company.
CleanCheck modules cover basic and advanced topics for cleaning classrooms,
health care facilities, lodging and hospitality facilities, offices, restrooms, hard
floors, carpets, and kitchen sanitation. Comprehensive safety modules demonstrate
OSHA GHS HazCom and the Bloodborne Pathogen Standard.
Each online training course includes resources such as video tutorials, instructor manual, on-the-job training cards, Web-based testing, and customizable certificate of completion.
CleanCheck online material is available free of charge to registered Spartan product users and is available in both English and Spanish. For more information, visit
www.spartanchemical.com.

Spartan Chemical’s New Broad
Spectrum Disinfectant Concentrate
Spartan Chemical Company, Inc., now offers PSQ®
II, a one-step cleaner designed for disinfecting on hard,
non-porous surfaces.
According to the company, “The new PSQ II incorporates the latest in disinfection technology to quickly
and effectively eradicate bacteria and viruses from hard
surfaces in publicly used facilities.”
Spartan said PSQ II features broad spectrum efficacy including bactericidal and virucidal claims. It
also inhibits the growth of mold, mildew and the odors
caused by them – when applied to hard, non-porous
surfaces such as floors, walls and drains.
Spartan Chemical Company, Inc., has been a formulator and manufacturer of
sustainable cleaning and sanitation products for the industrial and institutional market since 1956. A U.S. employer, Spartan manufactures products from its manufacturing facility in Maumee, OH.
For more information, visit www.spartanchemical.com.
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The NEW Bona Commercial System

™

for Hardwood Floors
Introducing the Bona Commercial System! A complete premium
IBSEXPPE nPPS DBSF TZTUFN UP IFMQ ZPV UBDLMF BMM ZPVS DPNNFSDJBM
cleaning jobs.
This System includes:
• Commercial Grade hardwood cleaner that dries
fast without dulling residue
• 8JOUFS$MFBOFSTQFDJmDBMMZEFTJHOFEUPTBGFMZ
remove calcium chloride from ice melt and salt
GSPNIBSEXPPEnPPST
• 24” mop base, cleaning and dusting pads
• "EKVTUBCMF1SFTT-PDLBMVNJOVNQPMF ww
• Concentrate cleaners also available

Visit Bona.com for more information!

Australian-Based SCRIA Merges With ISSA
Members of the Australian-based Specialized Cleaning &
Restoration Industry Association (SCRIA) have voted to
merge with ISSA.
Under the agreement, SCRIA members will retain their
SCRIA memberships on a local level and include ISSA
membership benefits. In addition, SCRIA members will
have the resource of a local management office within

ISSA’s Oceania division, which is based in Botany, Australia.
SCRIA President Gidon Kabaker said, “Following an
emergency general meeting on June 1, SCRIA is proud to
announce this merger and become a part of ISSA. This is the
step forward that SCRIA and its members needed. The carpet care and restoration industry is going through a very

challenging time now, and we need to band together to bring
about change toward a self-regulated industry. I believe the
merger with ISSA will help us achieve that. SCRIA board
members are committed to working closely with ISSA Oceania Manager Kim Taranto and see this as a fantastic opportunity to contribute positively to the value our members
receive and to the carpet and restoration industry overall.”
According to a press release, SCRIA has “commissioned”
ISSA’s staff to provide administrative support, which began
on June 5. Transition of support from the former SCRIA office to the ISSA Oceania office will take
place over the next few weeks.
The ISSA-SCRIA merger includes a
calendar of events schedule offering regional meetings and increased training
workshops throughout the year along
with an update of the SCRIA website.
The Specialized Cleaning & Restoration Industry Association, Inc. (SCRIA,
formally NUCCRA) is a registered
trade association, representing the carpet, upholstery cleaning, and restoration
industries. For more information visit
www.scria.org.au.
With more than 7,000 members, including distributors, manufacturers,
manufacturer representatives, building
service contractors, in-house service
providers, residential cleaning contractors, and associated service members,
ISSA is a trade association for the cleaning industry worldwide. The association
is headquartered in Northbrook, IL,
USA; with regional offices in Botany,
Australia; and Shanghai, China. For
more information, visit www.issa.com.

WE Are Doing It For YOU!

From Innovative Chemical Corp.

7 New Scents
For Protegé Odagon
Seven new scents, in multiple packaging options, are now available for
Innovative Chemical Corporation’s
Protegé Odagon deodorant and air
freshener.

We are Committed to Being the

#1 Supplier

to the

Commercial Bulk and Packaged De-icing Markets
For Commercial Bulk Call: (888) HWY-SALT or (847) 608-8130

For Packaging Call: (800) 434-8248

STOP BY BOOTH 1313 FOR DETAILS.
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The increased Odagon variety allows
distributors to attract new customers
and give current users convenient packaging choices.
All scents are safe for all surfaces and
the environment. Odagon kills odorcausing bacteria and removes malodors
from air, fabrics and surfaces.
Call toll-free at 844-540-1947 or visit
www.iccmn.com for more information.
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Maintenance Sales News
2018 BUYERS’ GUIDE

A Directory of Manufacturers of Sanitary Supplies, Master Distributors & Buying Groups

We invite your company to participate in our upcoming Buyers’ Guide.
Please complete and return the form below no later than January 2, 2018. (You must return this form to qualify for inclusion.)

Send to Maintenance Sales News, P.O. Box 130, Arcola, IL 61910 USA, or fax to (217) 268-4815.
SUBMITTED BY: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

COMPANY NAME: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CITY:____________________________________________________ STATE ___________ ZIP______________COUNTRY _____________________

TELEPHONE:_____________________________________________ E-MAIL: __________________________________________________________
WEBSITE: ____________________________ COMPANY OFFICERS: _________________________________________________________________
PRODUCTS: 50 WORD MAXIMUM PLEASE _____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Product Categories

 100. Absorbents: Oil, Grease, & Water
 101. Acoustical Cleaning Chemicals
& Equipment
 102. Adhesives
 103. Aerosols
 104. Air Filtration Equipment
 105. Anti-Graffiti Systems
 106. Anti-Static Chemicals
 107. Ash Trays
 108. Associations/Societies
 109. Automatic Scrubbers
 110. Automotive Cleaning Specialties
 111. Bacterial/Enzyme Products
 112. Bag-in-the-Box Packaging
 113. Bar Code/EDI Technology
 114. Baseboard Cleaning Machines
& Accessories
 115. Batteries & Chargers
 116. Bedding Supplies
 117. Bird Control Products
 118. Brooms
 119. Brushes
 120. Buckets
 121. Burnishing Equipment
 122. Buying Groups
 123. Candles
 124. Carpet & Fabric Protective Finishes
 125. Carpet Cleaning Chemicals-Brand
Name
 126. Carpet Cleaning Chemicals-Private
Label
 127. Carpet Cleaning Wands &
Accessories
 128. Carpet Drying Equipment
 129. Carpet Dyeing Systems
 130. Carpet Extractors
 131. Carpet Shampoo Machines
& Accessories
 132. Carpet Spotting Kits
 133. Carpet Sweepers-Electric
 134. Carpet Sweepers-Hand
 135. Carts-Hospital, Janitorial & Maid
 136. Catalog Publishers
 137. Chalkboard/Blackboard Cleaners
 138. Chemical Dispensing Systems
 139. Chemicals-Raw Material
 140. Cleaning Chemicals-Brand Name
 141. Cleaning Chemicals-Private Label
 142. Colorants & Dyes
 143. Computer Systems & Software
 143a. Computer Cleaning Products
 144. Concrete Floor Treatments
 145. Consultants-Advertising
 146. Consultants-Financial

(Please check categories that apply to your major lines only)
 147.
 148.
 149.
 150.
 151.
 152.
 153.
 154.
 155.
 156.
 157.
 158.
 159.
 160.
 161.
 162.
 163.
 164.

 164a.
 165.
 166.
 167.
 168.
 169.
 170.
 171.
 172.
 173.
 174.
 175.
 176.
 177.
 178.
 179.
 180.
 181.
 182.
 183.
 183a.
 184.
 185.
 186.
 187.
 188.
 189.
 189a.
 190.
 191.

 192.
 193.
 194.

Consultants-Marketing
Contamination Control Products
Custodial Garments & Uniforms
Dehumidifying Equipment
Disinfectants-Brand Name
Disinfectants-Private Label
Disinfectants-Raw Material
Dispensers-Paper Products/Soaps
Drain Opener Chemicals
Drain Opener Equipment
Drums
Dusters
Dusting Cloths
Dust Pans
Electric Cord Reels
Electric Motors
Electrical Testing Devices
Emergency Response/Regulatory
Services
Emergency Spill Kits
Escalator Cleaning Machines
Filters
Financial Services
Fire Extinguishers
Fire Restoration Products
Floor Finish Applicators
Floor Finishes-Brand Name
Floor Finishes-Private Label
Floor Machine Motors
Floor Machines
Floor Pad Holders
Floor Pads
Floor Pads-Raw Material
Floor Sealers-Brand Name
Floor Sealers-Private Label
Food Processing Products
Food Service Disposable Tableware
Food Service Equipment & Supplies
Fragrances
Furniture Glides
Gloves
Hand Cleaners
Hand Dryers
Handles-Mop,Broom, Brush &
Telescopic
Hoses-All Types
Human Resources
Hydrogen-Peroxide Cleaners
Ice & Snow Removal Compounds
Insect & Rodent Control Chemicals
& Devices
Insurance Services
International Cleaning Services
Labeling

 195.
 196.
 197.
 198.
 199.
 200.
 201.
 202.
 203.
 204.
 205.
 206.
 207.
 208.
 208a.
 209.
 210.
 210a.
 210b.
 211.
 212.
 213.
 214.
 215.
 216.
 216a.
 217.
 218.
 219.
 220.
 221.
 222.
 223.
 224.
 225.
 226.
 227.
 228.
 229.
 230.
 231.
 232.
 233.
 234.
 235.
 236.
 237.
 238.
 239.
 239a.
 240.
 241.
 242.

Ladders
Laundry Chemicals
Laundry Equipment
Lawn & Turf Chemicals
Lawn & Turf Equipment
Leasing-Equipment
Light Bulbs
Liquid Filling Equipment
Litter Vacuums
Lockers/Storage
Lodging Amenities
Lubricants & Oils
Magazine Publishers
Magnetic Attachment for Vacuums
Marketing Services
Material Handling Equipment
Mats & Matting
Microfiber
Mold Treatment/Prevention
Mop Treatment Chemicals
Mopping Equipment
Mops-Dust
Mops-Wet
Odor Control Chemicals
Odor Control Devices
Ozone Generators
Packaging Equipment
Packaging Supplies
Paint & Paint Products
Paper and/or Food Service Products
Paper Products-Office Supplies
Paper Products-Towel & Tissue
Pavement Patching
Personnel Services
Plastic Bags
Plastic Containers
Polishes-Furniture
Polishes-Metal
Polishes-Plastic
Poly Trash Can Liners
Pool & Spa Chemicals & Equipment
Pre-Measured Chemicals
Pressure Washer Pumps
Pressure Washing Chemicals
Pressure Washing Equipment
Pumps & Dispensers
Purchasing & Marketing Services
Recycling Systems
Repair Parts-Floor Equipment
& Vacuum Cleaners
Restroom Cleaning Equipment
Robotic Cleaning Equipment
Roof Maintenance Materials
Safety Apparel

 243.
 244.
 245.
 246.
 247.
 248.
 249.
 250.
 251.
 251a.
 252.
 253.
 254.
 255.
 256.
 257.
 258.
 259.
 260.
 261.
 262.
 263.
 264.
 265.
 266.
 267.
 268.
 269.

 269a.
 270.
 271.
 272.
 273.
 274.
 275.
 276.
 277.
 278.
 279.
 280.
 281.

 282.
 283.
 284.
 284a.
 285.
 286.

Safety Products, Equipment & Signs
Safety Treads
Sales Incentives
Sanitary Napkins & Dispensers
Scouring Chemicals & Powders
Scouring Pads/Bars
Shampoo Tanks
Smoking Urns
Soaps
Spill Kits-Chemical
Sponges & Chamois
Spray Tanks
Sprayers & Foggers
Squeegees-Floor
Squeegees-Window
Steam Cleaning Chemicals
Steam Cleaning Equipment
Stone Restoration Systems
Striping Machines-Pavement
Surfactants
Sweepers-Electric, Gasoline &
Propane
Sweeping Compounds
Technology Services
Telecommunication Services
Toilet Seat Covers & Dispensers
Toilet/Shower Compartments
Training Consultants, Materials
& Programs
Upholstery Shampoo Machines
& Accessories
Urinal Screens
Vacuum Cleaner Attachments
Vacuum Cleaner Motors
Vacuum Cleaners
Vacuum Tanks
Venetian Blind Cleaning Equipment
& Chemicals
Wall Washing Equipment
Warewashing Chemicals
Warewashing Equipment
Washroom Accessories
Waste Receptacles
Water Brooms
Water Treatment Chemicals &
Devices
Window Cleaning Accessories
Wipers-Cloth
Wipers-Paper & Non-Woven
Wipers Cheesecloth
Wood Treatment-Scratch Remover
Wringers

By Harrell Kerkhoff Maintenance Sales News Editor

The need for quality disinfectants and sanitizers continues to grow as more end-users look
to protect their properties and building occupants from harmful organisms.
Maintenance Sales News Magazine recently interviewed company representatives from several disinfectant/sanitizer
suppliers to find out more about their products, and how they are helping distributors reach key end-user markets.

Intercon Chemical/Clearly Better Solutions

P

roperly understanding how to use disinfectants and sanitizers is essential for a
wide variety of end-users. Educating these people is a main objective for disinfectant/sanitizer manufacturers as well as their distribution partners. This is certainly true at Intercon Chemical/Clearly Better Solutions, a large producer of
disinfectants and sanitizers for the jan/san, food service and other industries.
One of the company’s flagship products is its PURE® Hard Surface Disinfectant
and Food Contact Surface Sanitizer, featuring silver ion technology.
“Intercon is the exclusive manufacturer of PURE®, a patented and proprietary product that uses a new patented molecule called Silver Dihydrogen Citrate (SDC) that we
also manufacture at our facility. It’s an silver ion-based molecule that we create in reactors, using actual silver and organic chemistries,” Clearly Better Medical Products
Manager Neal Wieselman said. “This silver ion is the active ingredient in EPA-registered PURE®, at 30 parts-per-million (PPM). This level of SDC means that PURE® has
an extremely low toxicity level. It’s one of the very few disinfectants that meets the lowest EPA safety level rating of 4. PURE® is also non-caustic, non-corrosive and free of
odor. The product will not harm surfaces, and does not require gloves, eye protection or
special protective equipment. This is especially important in the medical industry. There
is a lot of expensive and delicate equipment in hospitals that needs to be disinfected.
PURE® also does not feature any hazard or warning labels. It’s also approved for use on
food contact surfaces, which means PURE® can be used in all areas of a facility.”
According to Wieselman, in addition to its safety features, PURE® has a high level
of efficacy, killing a variety of harmful organisms. Dwell times range from 30 seconds
to 2 minutes. On the product’s kill list are many drug-resistant organisms that have presented serious problems in the health care industry for years.
“End-users are also gaining greater awareness of the need to be more responsible when it comes to using different chemistries in their facilities. This is a key
component in good management and environmental responsibility. There is a growing number of people with allergies, respiratory problems and skin irritation issues as
a result of toxic products that were used for years,” he said. “A lot of people have moved
away from spraying disinfectants and sanitizers because they don’t want the spray to
be in the air. However, due to its low toxicity, it’s OK to spray PURE®.
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“It’s important to help more people use safer and responsible
chemistries as part of a whole-facility
solution. This is especially true with
disinfectants. The unwanted results
or effects of using hazardous or ineffective products can dramatically impact people’s health. Also, it’s
important to view infection prevention as a holistic endeavor that encompasses surface and hand hygiene,
worker training, proper procedures
and task/personnel management.”
Wieselman added that disinfectants and sanitizers work best when
used on high-touch surfaces. To help,
representatives of Intercon Chemical/Clearly Better Solutions provide
distributors and end-users with charts
to identify such surfaces found in a
Intercon Chemical/Clearly Better Solutions
wide variety of places, from hospital
CEO Jim Epstein
rooms to cruise ships.
“We also educate people on the proper amount of product to use when disinfecting
or sanitizing a surface. With PURE®, there is no need to over-apply the product. The
surface only needs to be wet for a certain length of time to properly disinfect,” Wieselman said.
Intercon Chemical/Clearly Better Solutions provide educational information online,
by phone, with literature and with classroom and field training.
“We even offer proprietary software for housekeeping and maintenance personnel as
it pertains to task management/tracking/training. However, it’s actually very simple to
use PURE®. The product is available ready-to-use. It can be spread directly onto a surface, or can be poured or sprayed on a rag,” Wieselman said.
Intercon Chemical, a cleaning chemical manufacturing company, started 35 years
ago by current CEO Jim Epstein, and now includes the Clearly Better Solutions mar-

keting division. Clearly Better was designed to highlight innovative patented Intercon
products, that weren’t necessarily mainstream, for such segments as health care, food
service and jan/san. These products have been part of new technologies that Intercon
has created or acquired to address unmet market needs.
“Intercon Chemical, which continues to see double-digit growth, has provided many
innovations over the years when it comes to chemicals and dispensing systems,”
Wieselman said. “Being innovative and looking for the next big product and/or
technology has always been a major objective at Intercon. The company has benefited, over the years, by listening to customers and taking advantage of its highly accomplished research and development department, which has a track record of
breakthrough technologies, and is able to solve all kinds of problems through chemistry
and implementation. This has helped a variety of industries.”
The company has also updated its customer service department with advanced technology.
“People tend to think about ‘technology’ or ‘products’ when they think of a ‘chemical company,’ but we are first and foremost a ‘customer service’ company. Everyone at
Intercon Chemical/Clearly Better Solutions is in customer service,” Wieselman said.
“While all kinds of automation have taken place in our customer service department,
it is our team of people who go to great lengths to help our distributors and their customers. This goes a long way in leading to our large percentage of longtime customers.
Customer service has always been a central part to Intercon’s philosophy.”
Intercon Chemical sells to many distributors in the jan/san, food service and medical
supply industries.
“We have our own coast-to-coast sales team across North America who work with
distributors. We also ship to Central and South America, Europe, Asia and the Middle
East/North Africa. In addition, we create unique green cleaning products for leading
retail brands such as Method Home,” Wieselman said. “Our products are used in all
types of health care facilities — from hospitals to nursing homes to surgery centers —
which is part of my background. We also have chemical products and systems in food
service operations, ranging from national restaurant chains to school cafeterias. Meanwhile, our innovative closed loop laundry products are found in institutional laundry operations for hospitality, health care, cruise and commercial laundry businesses. And our
patented disinfectants and proprietary medical detergents are used by infection prevention/health care providers all over the world.”
He added it’s good for everyone to know the difference between a true disinfectant
and a true sanitizer.
“A sanitizer will have a lower percentage of active ingredients compared to a disinfectant. Sanitizers are often used around food, which is generally better than using a fullstrength disinfectant,” he said. “PURE®, while being a full-strength, hospital-grade
disinfectant, is also a registered food service contact sanitizer, allowing it to be used on
food preparation surfaces. This is helpful when guarding against such bacteria as Salmonella, E. coli, and Listeria, often associated with food poisoning outbreaks.”
He added that PURE® is also now being used in the food service trucking industry,
meeting new requirements brought on by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s
(FDA) Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA).
“The interior of truck trailers transporting food have to be sanitized. We (Intercon
Chemical) have a new patented system in place that utilizes PURE® for our purposebuilt proprietary applicators, created specifically for safe, fast and complete sanitizing of
trucks,” Wieselman said. “PURE® is able to sanitize the entire interior of these trailers,
including the cooling systems. This is exciting news for PURE® and Intercon Chemical.”
Contact: Intercon Chemical Company/Clearly Better Solutions,
1100 Central Industrial Dr., St. Louis, MO 63110.
Customer Service Team: 800-325-9218 or 888-770-3434.
Websites: www.interconchemical.com, www.clearlybetter.com.

The Bullen Companies

F

or 30-plus years, The Bullen Companies, and its Airx Laboratories division,
have specialized in the proper training and use of disinfectant products. The Airx
line features 10 use-specific disinfectants, each formulated for different types of
cleaning and pathogen control.
“One of the most unique products we make is our RX Pathogen Compliance Center,”
The Bullen Companies President Scott Jarden said. “It contains training materials
and all of the products required to conduct a proper blood and body fluid cleanup. What
makes it truly unique is that it’s reusable (10 or more cleanups).
“We were also the first company to register a carpet sanitizer with the EPA, our
RX80; and, we have since added to the Airx line the RX109 FST, with its five minute
dwell time for most disinfecting.”
For proper pathogen control, Jarden advises distributors to work with
disinfectant/sanitizer suppliers who are willing to help train their staffs and end-user
customers.

“Pathogen control products are not commodities. They require education for use.
That fact allows distributors to bring value to those end-users who require these products,” Jarden said. “Airx Laboratories is a leader in providing videos, podcasts and
other 24/7 vehicles of training. We have made individual videos for almost all of the 45plus products in the Airx line. This makes it easy to receive facts regarding which products to use for each task at hand, and
how to properly use these items.”
He noted that Bullen and Airx
have been in the pathogen control
market for over 30 years.
“This history brings with it a
wealth of experience, and one of the
most comprehensive product lines
available today,” Jarden said.
According to Jarden, there continues to be a lot of people in the jan/san
and food service segments who don’t
know the difference between a true
disinfectant and a true sanitizer.
“The easy answer is, sanitizers do
not offer complete kill claims, and
often require precleaning to be effective. Disinfectants, meanwhile,
give complete kills based on pretesting that is confirmed by the
The Bullen Companies President
EPA,” he said. “There are also few,
Scott Jarden
if any disinfectants, that are truly
‘green.’ To kill pathogens, you need products that are strong and effective. There are
botanical-based disinfectants, but they have limited efficacy. There are also devices
that use no chemicals at all, but rather light to disinfect smaller areas, such as in hospital rooms. They are showing promise with limited-use cases.”
Successfully working with a wide variety of customers is also important to Jarden and
his team at The Bullen Companies.
“One of our core values is, ‘Delight the customer, his/her needs are our focus.’
This means delivering the best products, the best training and the best service,”
Jarden said. “We sell through distribution, but we also recognize that households and
individual customers also want to purchase industrial and institutional products. Our
household customers want to use the same products that professionals do.”
Jarden expects growth to continue for The Bullen Companies throughout 2017.
“Half our business is with such brands as Airx, while the other half involves private
branding. Our Be Your Own Brand (BYOB) has been very well received. Distributors
are learning, through our marketing efforts, that Bullen can offer the best of both
worlds,” Jarden said. “The BYOB segment of our business, which includes disinfectants, continues to grow.
“It’s getting very costly to maintain the proper manufacturing, regulatory and quality controls required by the EPA to make our product group. However, through investment, Bullen continues to update its systems and processes, so that the company is 100
percent compliant with ever-changing regulations.”
Contact: The Bullen Companies, 1640 Delmar Dr., Folcroft, PA 19032.
Phone: 610-534-8900. Email: sales@bullenonline.com.
Websites: www.bullenonline.com and www.airxlabs.com.

Spartan Chemical

U

nderstanding that infection control is much more than just applying a product on a surface is an important first step when helping people with infectious disease control issues, according to Jason Welch, microbiologist at
Spartan Chemical.
“There are many other factors that have to come first before an environmental hygiene program can be successful. This includes hand washing compliance, patient isolation steps and universal precautions. It’s then important to
focus on actually cleaning things, verifying that a surface is clean, and evaluating the procedures that have been used,” Welch said. “Cleaning is a very physical job. You can talk about how a disinfectant kills ‘organism X,’ but if it’s not used
properly, it’s not going to matter. Sometimes the way something is cleaned is more
important than the actual product. Think about picking up a deck of cards that have
been spread across the floor. You can’t just haphazardly start swirling your hands
around in every direction. It’s easier to wipe the cards in one direction and then back
the opposite direction to form a neat pile.
“Cleaning and disinfecting a hard surface is the same way. You will get a much
better pickup by taking the cloth and wiping in one direction, then flipping it over
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and going back the other way.”
Spartan Chemical has been involved with the formulation and manufacture of sustainable cleaning and sanitation solutions for the industrial and institutional markets
since 1956. The company partners with a network of independent distributors to market and distribute its products and solutions to such end-user segments as
building service contractors, education, health care, food service and
processing, lodging and hospitality,
and industrial.
Spartan Chemical offers a full line
of disinfectants and sanitizers that
come with a broad spectrum of efficacy claims. They are also offered in
a variety of formats including wipes,
ready-to-use quats and concentrates.
Spartan disinfectants are hospitalgrade and meet the requirements for
OSHA’s Bloodborne Pathogens standard, according to Welch.
They include:
n BNC-15™, which delivers nonacid disinfectant and cleaning performance in an economical conSpartan Chemical Microbiologist
centrate. BNC-15 is a proven oneJason Welch
step disinfectant, cleaner, sanitizer,
fungicide, mildewstat and virucide. It’s effective in water up to 250 ppm hardness in the
presence of 5 percent serum contamination. This product provides non-food contact
sanitization in 15 seconds;
n Diffense®, an EPA-registered, broad spectrum cleaner disinfectant that is proven
to kill Clostridium difficile spores. Effective against a comprehensive range of harmful bacteria and viruses in less than one minute disinfection, Diffense is ideal for those
areas where infection control, and the prevention of health care-associated infections
(HAIs), is mission critical;
n Sani-Tyze®, a food contact surface sanitizer that is also a ready-to-use quaternary-based cleaner and deodorizer. This product is formulated for maximum economy
and convenience wherever food is processed, prepared and/or served. Sani-Tyze can be
used as a light-duty cleaner on any multi-touch surface — such as refrigerators, drinking fountains, and ice machines — and it can be used as an effective deodorizer; and,
n Hard Surface Disinfecting Wipes, which are formulated to disinfect hard, nonporous and inanimate environmental surfaces. Convenient and ready to use, Spartan’s
Hard Surface Disinfecting Wipes can be utilized in any environment where bacteria
and disease spread. The wipes kill 99.9 percent of bacteria in 15 seconds.
Welch offered some advice on how to tell if a product is a true disinfectant. He said
this subject is defined by the EPA (under DIS/TSS-1 Jan. 22, 1982 EFFICACY DATA
REQUIREMENTS Disinfectants for Use on Hard Surfaces) as follows:
n A “cleaner” is a product that does not make any antimicrobial or pesticide claims;
n A product cannot make a claim against an organism without being tested, and requires EPA approval of the data;
n A “hospital grade” disinfectant only requires two organisms to be tested:
Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Staphylococcus aureus; and,
n A one-step disinfectant cleaner is an EPA-registered disinfectant that has been
tested in 5 percent blood serum.
Welch added that “disinfection” is the destruction of a microorganism; therefore, disinfection by nature is not a “green” process.
“Again, disinfectants are EPA-registered pesticides and have strict data requirements.
Currently, the EPA is not allowing any third-party green logos on registered disinfectants,” he said. “If customers want to be ‘greener,’ they should focus on cleaning
things first, and then conduct a risk assessment for those areas that may be a
source of environmental contamination. They may also want a disinfectant on hand
that complies with OSHA’s Bloodborne Pathogens standard.”
Education is readily available from Spartan Chemical when it comes to the proper use
of disinfectants and sanitizers. The company offers an online training system called
CleanCheck. It’s free for all Spartan customers and demonstrates the proper procedures
for cleaning and disinfecting many areas within a facility. Segments include health care,
lodging and hospitality, education and restaurants.
According to Welch: “CleanCheck instructs cleaning personnel on which surfaces
need to be disinfected, the proper dwell times for efficacy, and what personal protective equipment is needed for hazardous cleanups.”
Contact: Spartan Chemical Company,
1110 Spartan Dr., Maumee, OH 43537.
Phone: 1-800-537-8990. Website: www.spartanchemical.com.
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Nyco Products

K

nowing the true needs of their end-user customers when it comes to the use of
disinfectants and sanitizers should be the key objective for any jan/san and
food service distributor, according to Nyco Products Vice President of National Sales John Wunderlich, I.C.E.
“It’s important that distributors understand what their customers are looking for, in
terms of the organisms needed to be destroyed, along with any health-related issues,”
Wunderlich said. “End-users should also be familiar with how to properly apply a product, whether it’s a concentrate or ready-to-use item. Not every disinfectant is safe on
every surface. Therefore, employee training is critical.
“Many times, no one single product is going to be effective against all pathogens
in all situations. This is why Nyco Products offers a variety of disinfectants and sanitizers. A particular product may be very effective in a school setting, but not so
much in a long-term health care facility, for example.”
Nyco Products Company is a
manufacturer of specialty cleaning
chemicals and sanitary maintenance
brands. Founded in 1920 and familyowned, the company has a rich history of innovation and unique
product offerings for the areas of facilities supply, food service, building
maintenance, industrial cleaning,
food processing, health care and education.
“Today, we help distributors and
end-users grow their businesses
through our national brand line as
well as our proprietary private
branding program called Building
Better Brands®. We are very dynamic in manufacturing, marketing
and branding,” Wunderlich said.
“Nyco Products manufactures a
Nyco Products Vice President of National Sales
wide range of disinfectant solutions
John Wunderlich, I.C.E.
in various forms. This includes concentrated, ready-to-use, dilution control and closed looped.
“One of our key products is Sani-Spritz, which is a ready-to-use disinfectant. It features a wide efficacy against harmful bacteria, viruses, molds and fungi. It comes with
a very wide kill claim, and is also an exceptional cleaner.”
Wunderlich also mentioned Nyco Products’ Table Time 200® ready-to-use food
service neutral pH sanitizer that is not harsh on surfaces; and the company’s Uno
disinfectant line, which is effective against organisms that are harmful to both humans and animals.
He added that Nyco Products has several other neutral pH products available, including the company’s Neutral Q128 and Neutral Q64 disinfectants. These are safe to
use on floor finishes and in health care settings.
Meanwhile, Nyco Products’ N601+ disinfectant and sanitizer is unique in that it can
be used at two separate dilution ratios.
“At one dilution ratio, it is a food
service/food contact sanitizer with
an extremely wide range of kill
claims; and at the other dilution
ratio, it’s a neutral disinfectant
cleaner, with an even expanded
range of kill claims,” Wunderlich
said. “Nyco Products offers as well
a wide range of disinfectant bowl
cleaners and a chlorine-based disinfectant.”
Nyco Products Technical Director Alex Jackson added that
www.nycoproducts.com, the company’s website, provides a wide
range of helpful information regarding the company’s many products. It
also details the proper use of disinfectants and sanitizers.
“One of the great educational
Nyco Products Technical Director
tools that we offer is Nyco’s website.
Alex Jackson

It includes a section called, ‘Types of Disinfectants: How to Make the Best Choice
“We certainly appreciate the efforts of our customers and distributors who confor Your Facility,’” Jackson said. “It provides a step-by-step process, helping peo- tinue to support the company,” he said. “Nyco Products continues to grow its prodple make the best decision as to what type of products to use, proper dilution lev- uct line and geographic reach. We also invest in automation, and are expanding our
els and dwell times.”
marketing programs.
Helping people understand exactly what disinfectants and sanitizers are remains a key
“I believe the company is well-positioned for continued growth right now.”
objective for representatives at Nyco Products.
Contact: Nyco Products Company,
“We answer a lot of questions from people who want to know the difference,” Wun5332 Dansher Rd., Countryside, IL 60525.
derlich said. “There is much confusion. Disinfectants and sanitizers both provide a cerPhone: 800-752-4754.
tain level of efficacy against microorganisms. The difference is in the range of
Website: www.nycoproducts.com.
microorganisms that are killed, as well
as the length of dwell times required.
“We are seeing many manufacturers
today offering disinfectants and sanitizers that greatly exceed the EPA protocol regarding the number of
pathogens that must be killed.”
Jackson added that there has been a
successful reduction over the years in
dwell times for disinfectants, and that
more manufacturers are introducing
products that are safer for surfaces.
“There are more ‘neutral’ products today that can be used on many
surfaces, while still offering a variety of kill claims,” Jackson said.
Another question that Wunderlich
and Jackson are often asked is, “Are all
disinfectants the same?” Both industry
professionals indicated the answer is a
resounding “no.”
“As mentioned, our website is a
great educational tool. It includes some
excellent blogs about disinfectants and
sanitizers, and we also conduct seminars for distributors and end-users
dealing with specific topics. This includes infectious disease control,
bloodborne pathogen training, etc.,”
Wunderlich said. “Nyco strongly believes in education. In our industry,
the largest cost for end-users is
labor. Therefore, addressing cost reductions through proper training
and education is very important.”
Wunderlich and Jackson both
agreed that there is a lot to know when
it comes to the proper selection and
®
use of disinfectants and sanitizers.
“For us, customer service comes in
different shapes. Nyco Products has a
trained inside customer service team
available who do an excellent job with
Powerfully effective Scatter® Odor Counteractant Granules™ are easy
technical questions, and then there is
Contains Metazene®
to
apply and are formulated to handle even the toughest odors from
our company’s outside sales team of
M O L E C U L A R
restaurant, institutional, commercial and municipal waste.
experts,” Wunderlich said. “Demand
Odor Neutralizer
for disinfectants and sanitizers continScatter® granules offer an exclusive triple-phase odor control system:
MegaFresh Trash Room
ues to grow. It’s our job, at Nyco Prod1) absorbs rancid, odor-causing spills 2) counteracts odors with
Odor Control System
ucts, to provide solutions for this
Metazene® odor counteractant and 3) controls and freshens airborne
and Scatter® Granular Odor
growing demand.
malodors. Scatter® offers the perfect solution to odor problems from trash
Counteractant contains
Metazene®odor
“We also work hard to meet changes
containers, garbage dumpsters and compactors.
neutralizer
in regulations. It’s important that our
additive. Metazene®
tOut-performs competitive
labels and formulations are up-to-date.
Features & tEﬀectively suppresses
actually neutralizes
gaseous malodors associated
products
odors at the
Advantages
We often work three to five years in
with organic wastes
tAvailable in 5 convenient sizes
molecular level.
advance to meet upcoming market
tEasy to apply & economical
tBiodegradable,
Look for the Metazene®
changes. For example, Nyco Products’
to use
non-corrosive, contains
seal for assurance of true
no acids
representatives are already working on
tEﬀectively controls odors
molecular odor protection.
between waste hauling cycles tV.O.C. compliant.
projects that won’t go into effect until
2020 or later. This helps us with proofof-performance issues and stability, so
SurcoTech® - An Alpha Aromatics® Brand Toll Free 800-556-0111 Phone 412-252-7000
when changes do come along, our diswww.surcotech.com/garbage ©2016 AAI.
tributors are not caught off-guard.”
Wunderlich added that business has
been good for Nyco Products in 2017.

Just SCATTER it!

Scatter

Granular Odor Counteractant

TM
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ABCO Cleaning Products
6800 N.W. 36th Ave., Miami, FL 33147 USA
Toll Free: 888-694-2226
Website: www.abcoproducts.com
Products: A vertically integrated manufacturing company providing physical cleaning products to maintenance markets. Full line provider of brooms, mops, dust mops, brushes,
squeegees, and handles, including 100 percent corn brooms, and a variety of push brooms.
Mops include cotton, rayon, blended and specialty application products. 05
ACS Industries, Inc. (See Ad On Page 3)
One New England Way
Lincoln, RI 02865 USA

Toll Free: 800-222-2880
Email: rbeaudette@acsind.com
Website: www.acs-cp.com
Company Officers: Steven Buckler, President; Rory Beaudette, Vice President Sales &
COO; Peter Botvin, Executive Vice President
Products: From the company’s beginnings in 1939 as a wire sponge manufacturer in Rhode
Island, ACS has grown its product offerings. It is a global organization with corporate and
R&D functions in the USA and manufacturing operations in Mexico and China. Vertical integration has taken the company to five facilities with almost 4,000 employees. Its Cleaning Products Division includes hand pads, stainless scrubbers, sponges, soap pads, grill
screens and grill bricks. It produces a full range of mops, brooms and brushes. Its floor maintenance line includes non woven floor pads, steel wool floor pads, sand screens and many
specialty floor pads. ACS has achieved
UL validation regarding 100 percent recycled material in all of its non woven
hand and floor pads from post-consumer
or post-industrial. 17

The Right Product For
Every Job and Every Budget

Contact Golden Star for more information on our full line of hard surface cleaning products.
Golden Star Inc. | 6445 Metcalf Avenue, Overland Park, KS 66202
www.goldenstar.com | 816.842.0233 | 800.821.2792
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Briarwood Products Co.
2900 Bradwell Ave.
Cleveland, OH 44109 USA
Phone: 216-398-1107
Website:
www.BriarwoodProducts.com
Products: Briarwood Products has
added to its extensive cleaning tool
product line. The new Orange ShankFree and Metal-Free product line is ideal
for use in all correctional facilities. It
was designed to be safe for all to use
within each facility. These tools are
made from a special rubbery plastic that
virtually eliminates the ability to form or
reform a shank or shank handle. The
unique polymer that is used will not melt
like standard hard plastics, disabling inmates from creating weapons. 17
Carolina Mop Mfg., Co.
(See Ad On Page 55)
819 Whitehall Rd.
Anderson, SC 29625 USA
Toll Free: 800-845-9725
Email: info@carolinamop.com
Website: www.carolinamop.com

Products: Established in 1945, Carolina Mop is a full line manufacturer of American-made
wet mops including: cut-ends, tru-loops, screw connectors, deck mops, and high performance
looped-end mops. A wide variety of handles, dust mops, frames, brooms, etc., are also available. Fast turn around service. Products also include mop buckets, dust pans, wet floor signs,
janitor carts, brushes, floor squeegees, and microfiber products. 16

Products: Golden Star is a full line, vertically integrated manufacturer of professional surface cleaning tools, systems and accessories since 1908. The company offers private branding capabilities and marketing tools to better grow customers’ brands. Products include wet
and dust mops, microfiber pads and cloths, dusters, bonnets, corn brooms, push brooms and
hardware. 17

Crystal Lake Mfg., Inc. (See Ad On Page 53)
2225 Hwy. 14 West
Autaugaville, AL 36003 USA
Toll Free: 800-633-8720
Email: broomman99@aol.com
Company Officers: Edward Pearson, President; Theresa P. Dunn, CEO
Products: Corn brooms, angle brooms, cut end and looped end wet mop heads, dry mop heads,
microfiber mop heads, microfiber cloths, mop handles, brush handles, push brooms, brushes,
buckets, wringers, wet floor signs, dust pans, and dust mop frames. 17

Gordon Brush Mfg. Co., Inc.
3737 Capitol Ave.
City of Industry, CA 90601 USA
Phone: 323-724-7777
Email: sales@gordonbrush.com
Website: www.gordonbrush.com
Company Officer: Kenneth L. Rakusin, President and CEO
Products: Hand-held brushes, scratch brushes, platers’ brushes, medical brushes, instrument cleaning brushes, applicator brushes, detail brushes, parts cleaning brushes,
military brushes, block brushes, upright brushes, paintbrushes, flow-thru brushes, highpressure brushes, strip brushes, micro-spiral brushes, abrasive brushes, spiral brushes,
twisted-in-wire brushes, vacuum brushes, condenser tube brushes, paddle brushes,
bore brushes, radiator brushes, spoke brushes, refrigeration and plumbing brushes,
tube-fitting brushes, bowl brushes, vat brushes, janitorial brushes, brooms, squeegees,
polycorn uprights, truck wash brushes, lobby brooms, dusters, cylinder brushes,
bonded disc brushes, bonded flap brushes, abrasive nylon brushes, spiral round coil
brushes, rotary brushes, fine filament brushes, Thunderon® brushes, dome brushes,
acid brushes, power brushes, specialty brushes, hygienic brushes, mops, buffs, dressing sheets, and handpads. 17

Culicover & Shapiro, Inc. (See Ad On Page At Bottom Right)
270L Duffy Ave.
Hicksville, NY 11801 USA
Phone: 516-597-4888
Email: culicoverbrush@aol.com
Website: www.culicoverbrushes.com
Company Officers: Richard Shapiro, President; David Shapiro, Treasurer
Products: Brooms, brushes, counter dusters, car brushes, mops, squeegees, handles and the
Gibraltar Broom System. 17
Dorden & Company, Inc.
7446 Central Ave.
P. O. Box 10247
Detroit, MI 48210 USA
Phone: 313-834-7910
Email: mmfgcoinc@aol.com
Website: www.dordensqueegee.com
Company Officer: Bruce M. Gale, Mgr. Director
Products: Offering “The World’s Finest Squeegees,” with items made in the USA, Dorden &
Company is a contract manufacturer of floor and window squeegees. Dorden offers distribution of Belgian Moss squeegees from its centrally located Detroit, MI, warehouse. The company is also a contract importer of Belgian and new German-quality window squeegees. 17
Gift Sales Co. (See Ad On Page 52)
P. O. Box 17082
Wichita, KS 67217 USA
Phone: 316-267-0671
Email: gscjansplymfr@juno.com
Website: www.giftsalescompany.net
Company Officer: Bill Myers
Products: Bowl blocks, urinal blocks, wall blocks, 20-pound sewer blocks, non-para dumpster system, dust pans, bowl caddy, mint asorbit, urinal screens (all kinds), fly swatters, liquid
deodorants, enzyme blocks, putty knives, dust pans - metal, dust pans - plastic, and other sundries. 16

THE GIBRALTAR BROOM
STRONG AS A ROCK.

Our new Gibraltar Broom needs no braces. 1 1/8” Steel Handle with
connector will not break. Poly block and fill are water and chemical
resistant. Perfect for indoor and outdoor use.
Available in 18, 24 and 36”.

#105-24G
#164-24G
#185-24G

Golden Star Inc. (See Ad On Page 50)
6445 Metcalf Ave.
Overland Park, KS 66202 USA
Phone: 816-842-0233
Email: goldenstar@goldenstar.com
Website: www.goldenstar.com

NC
CULICOVER & SHAPIRO INC.

270 L Duffy Avenue
venue
Hicksville, NY 11801

Manufacturing Fine Janitorial Brushes

Phone: (516) 597-4888
Toll Free: 1-800-899-1335
Email: culicoverbrush@aol.com
Fax: (516) 597-4889

SINCE 1929
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E. Gornell & Sons, Inc. (See Ad On Page 54)
2241 N. Knox Ave.
Chicago, IL 60639 USA
Phone: 773-489-2330
Email: sales@gornellbrush.com
Website: www.gornellbrush.com
Products: Gornell built its reputation as a custom designer and manufacturer of quality
brushes for industry and maintenance. Gornell is a supplier of scratch, platers and welder
brushes, staple set on the latest CNC-controlled machinery. It offers custom-design and manufactures staple set and wire-drawn brushes for industry, using all types of wire, synthetic and
natural fill materials. E. Gornell & Sons, Inc., was founded in 1892 by Edward Gornell. It continues to grow, producing brushes with the latest state-of-the-art CNC machinery. Gornell will
imprint and private label brushes for the brush industry. CAD/CAM design available. Special packaging is offered to meet specific requirements. 17
Greenwood Mop & Broom, Inc.
109 Palmer St.
Greenwood, SC 29646 USA
Phone: 864-227-8411
Email: sjohnston@greenwoodmopandbroom.com
Website: www.greenwoodmopandbroom.com
Company Officers: Jean Nelson, Owner; Sid Johnston, CEO; Craig Glanton, Vice President of Finance; Joy Smith, National Sales Manager
Products: Full line of cleaning tools for foodservice, jan/san and hardware applications.
These products include mop heads, wet and dry; brooms, handles; squeegees; brushes; and
assorted safety and maintenance items. 17
GSC Manufacturing, Inc.
510 Merritt Ave.
Nashville, TN 37203 USA
Phone: 615-248-6556
Email: info@gscmanufacturing.com
Website: www.gscmanufacturing.com
Company Officers: Gina Lofredo
Products: Textiles mops, handles, brooms, brushes, microfiber and other non-chemical cleaning accessories. Private labeling at no additional cost. Wet Mops: cut-end and
looped-end in a variety of yarn offerings such as cotton, synthetic and blends; Dust
Mops: disposable and launderable. 17

Ha-Ste Manufacturing, Inc. (See Ad On Page 53)
P. O. Box 168
Union City, IN 47390 USA
Phone: 800-228-6677 (MOPS) or, 937-968-4858
Email: service@hastemops.com
Website: www.hastemops.com
Products: Manufacturer of quality (Made in the USA) mopping products. Specializing in janitorial and industrial hard floor care. Quality product line of wet mops, dust mops, microfiber products, hardware and no-lint monofilament finish mops. Includes custom factory and private labeling
as well as construction modifications to suit customers’ needs. 14
Haviland Corporation (See Ad On Page 14)
P. O. Box 769 - 200 S Hwy. U
Linn, MO 65051 USA
Phone: 573-897-3672
Email: squeegees@havilandcorp.com
Website: www.havilandcorp.com
Products: Manufacturer of floor and window squeegees; waterbrooms; replacement blades
for sweeper scrubbers and paving tools in the United States. Over 90 percent of the raw materials Haviland Corporation uses to manufacture products are derived from the USA. Haviland manufactures the largest selection of floor squeegees in North America including
non-marking, neoprene, FDA approved, double foam, antimicrobial and numerous others, according to the company. Haviland Corporation’s selection of floor squeegees also
includes variations in blades such as flat edge, multi edge, double, serrated (notched),
and beveled. 17
La Crosse Brush, Inc.
3235 George St.
La Crosse, WI 54603 USA
Phone: 888-683-7491
Email: derekpeterson@lacrossebrush.com
Website: www.lacrossebrush.com
Company Officers: Derek Peterson, Vice President-General Manager; Kathy Otto, Customer Service and Accounting
Products: Color-coded products for food processing, including a variety of brooms and
brushes, squeegees, shovels, scrapers, handles, etc.; dairy brooms and brushes including barn
brooms, tank brushes, scrub brushes, metal cap brooms, etc.; and industrial/commercial items
such as floor brooms, deck brushes, coating brushes, street brooms, wire brushes, etc. 17

Your One Stop
Source for Quality
Cleaning Product
Products ®
R.J. Lindstrom
President

800-821-7197 – U.S. & Canada
660-827-0352 – International
SEDALIA, MO – USA

www.zephyrmfg.com
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Phone Number: 1-800-992-0181
Fax Number: 316-267-2930
e-mail address: gscjansplymfr@juno.com
website: giftsalescompany.net
P.O. Box 17082 Wichita, KS 67217

Lafitte Mop Co., Inc.
P. O. Box 577, Villa Rica, GA 30180 USA
Phone: 770-459-5966
Email: lmc@lafittemop.com
Website: www.lafittemop.com
Company Officers: John Lafitte, President; Cathy Lafitte, Secretary
Products: Looped-end and cut-end mop heads, dust mops, and stick mops - made in USA.
Additional products include: brooms, brushes, handles and microfiber items. Green environmental dust mops and mop heads also provided. The company also offers private labeling of
its products. 17
Lambskin Specialties
250 Dufferin Ave., Winnipeg, MB R2W 5J1 CANADA
Toll Free: 800-665-0202
Email: info@lambskin.com
Website: www.lambskin.com
Company Officers: Myron Schultz, President; Melvyn Pollins, Vice President
Products: Manufacturer of DUST WAND wool dusters, wash mitts, Window Pro stripwashers, applicator pads, Floor Master polishing bonnets, and VacGuard Bumper Pillow. Also available, feather and synthetic dusters, glider microfiber mops, utility handles and natural synthetic
chamois, squeegees, Biomop biodegradable floor/wall duster, pad holder and MultiFlex flexible multi-purpose tool. 17

Mill-Rose Company, The
7995 Tyler Blvd., Mentor, OH 44060 USA
Phone: 440-255-9171
Email: info@millrose.com
Website: www.millrose.com
Products: Mill-Rose is a U.S. manufacturer of twisted-wire brushes and a market leader
for brushes of all uses. The company designs, engineers, manufactures, and delivers
brushes in small, as well as large quantities catering to a customer’s specific needs. MillRose brushes are used in virtually every industry around the world, including, but not limited to, aerospace, agriculture, automotive, defense, energy, manufacturing, medical,
technology, and telecommunications.
Customers can choose from “standard” and “not-so-standard” sizes and shapes
of brushes that deburr, polish, finish, sort, auger, conduct, dissipate, collect, move
and protect materials. Mill-Rose brushes are often used in non-brushing applications to solve engineering, design, and production problems. Mill-Rose has designed more than 100,000 special brushes with unique configurations for unique
applications.
Strong demand for Mill-Rose brushes by the plumbing, heating and cooling industry
led to the formation of Clean-Fit Products serving professional contractors, hardware
wholesalers and Do-It-Yourself home centers. Clean-Fit Products offers contractors a
complete line of brushes, abrasives, PTFE sealants and specialty tools, including the line
of Blue Monster® professional-grade products.
Mill-Rose Laboratories manufactures a complete line of disposable and reusable

M2 Professional Cleaning Products Ltd
59 Talman Ct.
Concord, ON L4K 4L5 CANADA
Phone: 905-738-2007
Website: www.m2mfg.com
Products: Manufacturer of buckets and wringers, along with a complete line of professional
cleaning products including wet mops, dust mops, as well as a full line of assorted brushes and
push brooms. M2 has over 40 years of manufacturing experience in the cleaning industry. 16
Magnolia Brush Manufacturers Ltd.
(See Ad On Page 55)
P. O. Box 932 - 1001 N. Cedar, Clarksville, TX 75426 USA
Phone: 903-427-2261
Email: sales@magnoliabrush.com
Website: www.magnoliabrush.com
Products: Full line of quality floor, street, garage brushes; deck, scrub brushes; floor and window squeegees; dust mops; wet
mops; microfiber; galvanized
pails; tubs; detail brushes; and
other assorted maintenance
items. 17
The Malish Corporation
7333 Corporate Blvd.
Mentor, OH 44060 USA
Phone: 440-951-5356
Email: info@malish.com
Website: www.malish.com
Products: Malish Corporation is a manufacturer of
commercial and industrial
floor machine brushes, including a full range of rotary
brushes, foodservice/colorcoded brushes, as well as
janitorial brushes.
Most recently, the company introduced the Diamabrush™ byMalish Floor
Preparation System that features products for concrete
prep and polishing as well as
products for wood and mastic
removal.
Malish Corporation also offers custom thermoplastic
extrusions through its Malish
Plastics division. 16
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brushes, snares and baskets used throughout the medical industry.
It’s a leading source for laboratory and scientific brushes, biopsy and micro brushes,
and stainless steel wire forms used in a broad range of applications. 14
Milwaukee Dustless Brush
3737 Capitol Ave.
City of Industry, CA 90601 USA
Phone: 323-724-7777
Email: sales@milwaukeedustless.com
Website: www.milwaukeedustless.com
Company Officer: Kenneth L. Rakusin, President and CEO
Products: Floor brooms, handles, polycorn upright brooms, corn brooms, lobby brooms,
dust pans, bench/counter dusters, squeegees (floor), truck wash brushes, sponge mops,
bucketless mops, utility brushes, window, bowl and feather dusters, commercial kitchen
brushes, valve brushes, dish brushes, detail brushes, scoops and shovels, wire brushes,
scratch brushes, stencil, acid and parts wash brushes, paintbrushes, specialty brushes,
power brushes, block brushes, nail brushes, bowl brushes, scrub brushes, tank brushes. 16
Nexstep Commercial Products (See Ad On Page 37)
1450 W. Ottawa Rd.
Paxton, IL 60957 USA
Toll Free: 800-252-7666
Email: customerservice@ocedarcommercial.com

E. Gornell & Sons, Inc.

Engineers and Manufacturers of Industrial & Custom Brushes
Since 1892
Over 100 Years of Quality, Service & Excellence

2241 N. Knox Ave.
Chicago, Il. 60639
Tel: (773) 489–2330
Fax: (773) 489–1102
email: sales@gornellbrush.com
Website: www.gornellbrush.com

Website: www.ocedarcommercial.com
Company Officers: Todd Leventhal, President; Joel Hastings, General Manager
Products: Complete line of commercial cleaning products including brooms (angle and corn), floor
sweeps, brushes, wet mops, sponge and roller mops, dust mops, microfiber products, squeegees,
dusters, dispensers, sponges, floor mats, rotary brushes, pad drivers, carts, mop buckets and wringers,
mopsticks, handles, dust pans, and waste containers. Exclusive licensee of O’Cedar. 17
Perfex Corporation (See Ad At Bottom Left)
32 Case St., Poland, NY 13431 USA
Phone: 315-826-3600
Email: perfex@perfexonline.com
Website: www.perfexonline.com
Products: Eliminate cross-contamination with Perfex color-coded brooms, brushes and hanvdles. Brushes are polypropylene which does not absorb water, causing bacteria. Products are 100
percent green, recyclable and fused. Fused brushes eliminate areas where bacteria can harbor, eliminating cross-contamination. Engineered to exceed the demands of today’s environments. 17
Royal Paint Roller Mfg. Corp.
248 Wyandanch Ave.,
West Babylon, NY 11704 USA
Phone: 631-643-8012
Email: royalpaintroller@aol.com
Products: Paint roller covers made of lambskin, microfiber, kodel, lambswool, synthetic blends, “Lint Free” woven fabrics. All sizes available. Jumbo 2-1/4” ID to Slim
Jim covers, plus roller frames, trays, paintbrushes and a full line of painting accessories
for the professional and do-it-yourself markets.
Royal Paint Roller has been providing top quality paint rollers and painting accessories for the professional and do-it-yourself markets for over 45 years. It takes pride
in the reputation it has established over the years of being more than simply a supplier,
but rather a “business partner” to customers. Along with the many items offered in its
catalog, the company has increased the number of items it manufactures according to
customer specifications. Offers private labeling to many volume purchasers. 17

Visit MSN online at
www.maintenancesalesnews.com

Innovative Cleaning Tools
Perfex Corporation is a quality and service driven
manufacturer of industrial grade cleaning tools.
Innovative products engineered for today’s food safety
and sanitary maintenance markets.
We specialize in delivering cost effective, reliable goods
with the highest level of customer care.

ROUGH SWEEP
Extra stiff fibers for use on rough
surfaces with heavy loads.
Item #2418
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St. Nick Brush Co.
(Hardwood Lumber Co.)
(See Ad On Page 51)
P. O. Box 15
Burton, OH 44021 USA
Phone: 440-834-1891
Website: www.stnickbrush.com
Products: Manufacturers of industrial
and household brushes and brooms. The
company also manufactures over 100 different types of wooden blocks for brooms
and brushes. 15
Tanis Brush Inc.
3660 Kettle Ct., East
Delafield, WI 53018 USA
Phone: 262-646-9000
Email: marketing@tanisinc.com
Website: www.tanisbrush.com
Company Officers: Scott Tanis, President; Mark Kappes, Vice President of
Sales and Marketing; David Pozorski, Vice
President of Operations; Jeff Miller, Vice
President of Finance
Products: Specialty and custom engineered hand brushes and brooms for
jan/san use. Also offers brushes with antimicrobial filament. Other products include brushes for flow management,
surface finishing, surface preparation and
weather strip/seal. 17
Whitley Monahan Handle Co.
3827 Whitley Rd.
Midland, NC 28107 USA
Phone: 704-888-2625
Email: patrick@whitleyhandle.com
Website: www.whitleyhandle.com

Company Officers: Patrick Peebles, President; Jim Monahan, Sales Manager
Products: Whitley Monahan Handle provides wood handles to the broom, mop,
brush and hand tool industries. From its modern wood processing plant in Midland,
NC, it can provide wood handles custom processed to meet the specifications of customers. The company provides wood handles in several hardwood species (tauri,
poplar, etc.) and also has available inventories of yellow pine softwoods. Whitley has
complete finishing capabilities and can lacquer finish (clear or color), provide any
end fitment needed, label and custom package to the customer’s requirements. It
also has the ability to provide direct container shipments delivered to the customer’s
door from overseas mill partners. Whitley prides itself in customer service and the
quality of wood handles it provides. 17
Wöhler Brush Tech GmbH
Wöhler-Platz 2
33181 Bad Wünnenberg GERMANY
Phone: +49 2953 73-300
Email: bt@woehler.com
Website: www.wohlerbrushtech.com
Company Officer: Matthias Peveling, Dipl. - Ing.; Caroline Zischka, Dipl. - Ing.
Products: Strip brush machines, power brush machines, twist knot brush machines,
segment brush machines, twisted brush machines, street sweeper brush machines,
dental and polishing brush machines, brush trimming machines, and, wire crimping,
cutting and bundling machines. 17

industry in 1928. Over its existence, ZWPI has continued to update machinery, facilities, and processes to meet the ever-changing needs of its customers.
Zelazoski Wood Products’ modern facility enables it to manufacture a wide range
of parts according to customers’ specifications, especially where close tolerance and
high quality are required. Unless imported wood is specifically requested, all brush
and broom blocks are made using lumber harvested from managed North American
forests. 14
Zephyr Manufacturing Company, Inc.
(See Ad On Page 52)
200 Mitchell Rd.
Sedalia, MO 65301 USA
Phone: 660-827-0352
Email: info@zephyrmfg.com
Website: www.zephyrmfg.com
Company Officer: R.J. Lindstrom, President
Products: A one-stop source for industrial, institutional and sanitary cleaning tools including wet mops, dust mops, brooms, brushes, handles, mopsticks, sponges, frames, microfiber and
squeegees. 17

Carolina Mop Manufacturing Co.

Zelazoski Wood Products, Inc.
P. O. Box 506
835 Ninth Ave.
Antigo, WI 54409 USA
Phone: 715-627-4804
Website: www.zwpi.com
Products: Complete line of wooden brush and broom blocks - molded, shaped, and/or
turned, finished or plain, manufactured according to customers’ specifications. The
company can also machine most plastics. Zelazoski Wood Products began in 1924 as
the Thos. Zelazoski Mfg. Co. It began making wooden blocks for the brush and broom

"By Test - The Best Mops Made"

www.carolinamop.com
E-mail: info@carolinamop.com
Toll Free: 1-800-845-9725
Fax: 1-864-225-1917
P.O. Box 5072 Anderson, SC 29623

OEM SUPPLIER TO THE
BROOM & MOP INDUSTRY
hƟůŝƚǇƌƵƐŚĞƐ

ŝͲ>ĞǀĞůtĂƐŚƌƵƐŚĞƐ
^ƚƌĞĞƚƌŽŽŵƐ

New Products:
tŝƌĞƌƵƐŚĞƐ
&ůŽŽƌ^ƋƵĞĞŐĞĞƐ

WƵƐŚƌŽŽŵƐ
Direct importers/distributors of
hot dipped galvanized pails, tubs,
chip brushes, corn brooms, handles
and other quality products.

P.O. Box 932
Clarksville, TX 75426
(903) 427-2261 phone
(903) 427-5230 fax
sales@magnoliabrush.com
www.magnoliabrush.com

Hand Pads
Floor Pads
Utility Pads
Trash Cans
Trigger Sprayers
Dust Pans
Microfiber Dust Mops
WET MOPS

BROOMS

BRUSHES

SQUEEGEES

MOP BUCKETS

Cut-end, Screw Connector, Looped-end

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

DUST MOPS

FRAMES & HANDLES

Deck Mops, Sponge Mops, Wedge Mop

Launderable and Disposable

Metal, Plastic, Threaded & Tapered

Carolina Mop Manufacturing Co.
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2017 PREVIEW
September 10-14
ISSA/INTERCLEAN North America 2017, to take
place September 10-14, at the Las Vegas Convention Center in Las Vegas, NV, is expected to attract more than
16,000 cleaning industry executives from around the
world. In addition, more than 700 exhibitors from 25
countries will showcase their latest facility solutions.
The theme for the event is “Uncovering Excellence.”
Distributors, manufacturers, building service contractors,
facility cleaning professionals and residential cleaners will
come together to learn new skills and see the newest industry advancements and innovations on display.
This year’s convention will feature four days of all-new
educational sessions, beginning Monday, September 11.
New this year on Thursday, September 14, will be the
State of the Economy Panel Discussion; State of the Industry Panel, Building Service Contractors; State of the
Industry Panel, Distributors; State of the Industry Panel,
Residential Cleaners; and State of the Industry Panel, InHouse Service Providers.
Back are the Outdoor Exhibits, which provide an opportunity to see, test and learn about advances in facility solutions.
The first keynote address, titled “A Winning Playbook,”
will be given by professional football Hall of Fame inductee and Super Bowl champion Troy Aikman on
Wednesday, September 13.
Aikman spent his entire 12-year pro football career as
the quarterback for the Dallas Cowboys. Entering the
league as the first-overall pick of the 1989 NFL draft, he
enjoyed legendary success, setting 45 franchise passing
records and leading his team to six divisional titles, four
conference championship games, and three Super Bowls
— a feat by only three quarterbacks besides Aikman in the
history of the NFL. Aikman was inducted into the Pro
Football Hall of Fame in 2006; and his work as a five-time
Super Bowl broadcaster for “NFL on Fox” earned him an
Emmy nomination, according to an ISSA news release.
The second keynote speaker is TV personality and talkshow host, Howie Mandel, whose address titled, “Coming
Clean,” will close out ISSA/INTERCLEAN North America 2017 on Thursday, September 14.
Canadian born TV personality Mandel has amassed a
prolific career lasting more than 30 years. While many
know him from his current stint as a judge on the TV
show “America’s Got Talent” and his role as former host
of the game show “Deal or No Deal,” he also participated
in a variety of other shows. One such role was Mandel’s
Emmy-nominated, animated show, “Bobby’s World,”
which drew from his real-life experiences, aired for 8
seasons, and still is syndicated in 65 countries weekly.
His memoir, “Here’s the Deal: Don’t Touch Me,” that
covers a variety of topics and personal issues — including his self-proclaimed germaphobia — was a New York
Times bestseller.
The Dallas Experience: Following Mandel’s address,
six individuals will receive a golden ticket to a Dallas Experience — one of several prizes, including tickets to the
Dallas Cowboys second regular season game, a shopping

trip to Neiman Marcus, a trip to Wild Bill’s for cowboy
hats and boots, or another adventure valued at $1,000.
Co-Location Partners: The show’s new co-location
partner, EPIC 2017, is presented by TriMega and Independent Stationers office products dealer groups. EPIC
2017 will take place September 10-12.
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EPIC joins the returning Building Service Contractors
Association International (BSCAI) Annual Convention,
the Cleaning Equipment Trade Association (CETA) Annual Convention, and the IEHA Annual Convention. Multiple distributor marketing groups also will return to host
member events during the week.

ISSA/INTERCLEAN 2017 SCHEDULE
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 10
8 a.m.-5 p.m. — Exhibitor Registration
12:30 p.m. — ISSA Golf Tournament,
benefiting the ISSA Foundation, City of Hope, and Cleaning for a Reason
6-7 p.m. — First-Time Attendee Orientation, sponsored by ARCSI, A Division of ISSA.
7:30-10:30 p.m. — Welcome Networking Reception
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 11
7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. — Exhibitor and Attendee Registration
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. — ISSA Convention Seminars
8:30-9:30 a.m. — ARCSI Featured Speaker
11:45 a.m.-12:45 p.m. — ISSA Lunch & Learn
7:30-10:30 p.m. — Evening Roundtables
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
8 a.m.-5:30 p.m. — Exhibitor and Attendee Registration
8 a.m.-5:30 p.m. — ISSA/INTERCLEAN OUTDOOR EXHIBITS HOURS
8:30-9:30 a.m. — New Attendee Orientation
8:45-9:45 a.m. — ISSA General Business Meeting
9:30-10:30 a.m. — Welcome to ISSA/INTERCLEAN and Show Floor Tour

10 a.m.-5:30 p.m. — ISSA/INTERCLEAN EXHIBIT HALL HOURS
11 a.m.-Noon — New Attendee Orientation in Spanish (includes Show Floor Tour)
11 a.m.-5:30 p.m. — ISSA Convention Seminars on the Trade Show Floor
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
8-5:30 p.m. — Exhibitor and Attendee Registration
8 a.m.-5:30 p.m. — ISSA/INTERCLEAN OUTDOOR EXHIBITS HOURS
9-10 a.m. — ISSA Keynote Address: Troy Aikman

10 a.m.-5:30 p.m. — ISSA/INTERCLEAN EXHIBIT HALL HOURS
10-11 a.m. — EPIC Welcome to ISSA/INTERCLEAN and Show Floor Tour
11 a.m.-5:30 p.m. — ISSA Convention Seminars on the Trade Show Floor
4:30-5:30 p.m. — EMEA International Reception
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14
8 a.m.-2:30 p.m — Exhibitor and Attendee Registration
8 a.m.-2:30 p.m. — ISSA/INTERCLEAN OUTDOOR EXHIBITS HOURS
9-10 a.m. — State of the Economy Panel Discussion

10 a.m.-2:30 p.m. — ISSA/INTERCLEAN Exhibit Hall Hours
10:30-11:15 a.m — State of the Industry Panel, Building Service Contractors
11:30 a.m.-12:15 p.m. — State of the Industry Panel, Distributors
12:30-1:15 p.m. — State of the Industry Panel, Residential Cleaners
1:25-2:00 p.m. — State of the Industry Panel, In-House Service Providers
2-2:20 p.m. — ISSA Innovation Award Ceremony and Reception
2:30-3:30 p.m. — ISSA Keynote Address: Howie Mandel

UNCOVER INNOVATION
GET READY FOR ISSA/INTERCLEAN NORTH AMERICA
LIKE YOU’VE NEVER SEEN IT.
The biggest event in the cleaning industry just got even better. ISSA/INTERCLEAN North America 2017 will
be held this September in vibrant Las Vegas with a new Monday through Thursday schedule. With a larger
show floor, powerful education seminars, outdoor exhibits and endless networking opportunities, this year’s
show will help uncover the critical knowledge you need to power your business and better the bottom line.
NEW SCHEDULE : Monday - Thursday
EDUCATION | September 11–14, 2017
EXHIBITS | September 12–14, 2017
Las Vegas, NV, USA
AT ISSA/INTERCLEAN, THERE’S NO LIMIT
TO THE INNOVATIONS YOU CAN DISCOVER.
REGISTER NOW.

ISSA.COM/SHOW

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Ask any industry leader...

Michael J. Hawkins, Inc.

Over 25 Different
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

Cleaning Products

Consultants in Jansan Talent Acquisition

Many types of Laundry Products, Hard
Surface Cleaners, Disinfectants and
Deodorizers, and Specialty Products.

Connecting The
Perfect Client
With The Perfect
Candidate

Visit us at www.meterpak.com for our
complete line of products. For
additional information, please email
us, meterpak@bellnet.ca or give us a
call at (905) 624-0366.

80 Years Of Jansan Experience

Anthony Trombetta
atrombetta@mjhawkinsinc.com

1-847-705-5400

Michael J. Hawkins, CFSP
mikehawkins@mjhawkinsinc.com

www.mjhawkinsinc.com
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Your Complete System
RedDot Brands is a single-source solution for PROPRIETARY
custom dispensers, skin care, air care, and paper products
- Enhanced branding for you
and your customers
- Select custom configurations
that ship in 1 week
- A wide range of upgrades,
including vinyl wraps, decals,
and water transfers
- Integrated audio/video
LCD screens
- Certified paper and hand
soap options
- Private labeling for dispensers
and consumables available

Learn more at
reddotbrands.com!
Custom Dispensing Systems and Supplies

reddotbrands.com

O844.788.9564

Distributor Inquiries Welcome!

Your Brand.
Your Customer.
Your Way.®

